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SUMMARY
A description of the methodology, the algorithms, and the input and output data along with
an example case, for the NASA Lewis three-dimensional ice accretion code (LEWICE3D) has
been produced. The manual has been designed to help the user understand the capabilities, the
methodologies and the use of the code.
The LEWICE3D code is a conglomeration of several codes for the purpose of calculating
ice shapes on three-dimensional external surfaces. A three-dimensional external flow panel code
is incorporated which has the capability of calculating flow about arbitrary three-dimensional lift-
ing and nonlifting bodies with external flow. A 4th order Runge-Kutta integration scheme is used
to calculate arbitrary streamlines. An Adams type predictor-corrector trajectory integration
scheme has been included to calculate arbitrary trajectories. Schemes for calculating tangent tra-
jectories, collection efficiencies and concentration factors for arbitrary regions of interest for sin-
gle droplets or droplet distributions have been incorporated. A heat transfer algorithm based on
the NASA Lewis two-dimensional ice accretion code (LEWICE) can be used to calculate ice
accretions along surface streamlines. A geometry modification scheme is incorporated which cal-
culates the new geometry based on the ice accretions generated at each section of interest.
The three-dimensional ice accretion calculation is based on the two-dimensional LEWICE
calculation. Both codes calculate the flow, pressure distribution, and collection efficiency distribu-
tion along surface streamlines. For both codes the heat transfer calculation is divided into two
regions, one above the stagnation point and one below the stagnation point, and solved for each
region assuming a flat plate with pressure distribution. Water is assumed to follow the surface
streamlines, hence starting at the stagnation zone any water that is not frozen out at a control vol-
ume is assumed to run back into the next control volume. After the amount of frozen water at each
control volume has been calculated the geometry is modified by adding the ice at each control vol-
ume in the surface normal direction.
SYMBOLS
A, A2
Am
Ao
Asur
B, B2
B k
Cp
DCOR
DFINE
DSo
DS m
DICE
DICES
dice
f
hc
i
IFLOW
IRUN
ICE
IMOD
ISUP
ISLO
ISTRF
IST1, IST2
m
NBR
NBC
NPSEC
NPTS 1, NPTS2
PIN, PIN 1,
P1,P2
PLN
qc
T
TL
Parametric slope matrix for a line in space
Trajectory flux tube area at surface
Trajectory flux tube area in free stream
Surface area of a segment on the streamline
Parametric intercept matrix for a line in space
Vortex pair strength for kth lifting strip
Specific heat, J/kg
Coarse step size for tangent trajectory search
Fine step size for tangent trajectory search
Trajectory flux tube width in free stream
Trajectory flux tube width at surface
Ice thickness array along streamline
Ice thickness save array for streamlines
Ice thickness array
Freezing fraction at a segment
Convective heat transfer coefficient
Enthalpy
Flow field calculation flag
Trajectory calculation control flag
Ice accretion calculation control flag
Geometry modification control flag
Upper streamline release point array counter
Lower streamline release point array counter
Streamline calculation control flag
Flags denoting two closest sections of interest to a given N-
line
Heat of fusion, J/kg
Heat of vaporization J/kg
mass flow rate
Number of rows of trajectories to be released at a section of
interest
Number of columns of trajectories to be released at a section
of interest
Flag describing region of interest
Number of points in two the two closest streamlines to a giv-
en N-line
Point arrays
Array containing coefficients of equation of a plane
Convective heat flux, W/m 2
Temperature, K
Parametric distance of an N-line from two closest sections of
interest
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SYMBOLS CONTINUED
U
V
V
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XNEW,
YNEW,
ZNEW,
XSCI,
YSCI,
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XTIP,
YTIP,
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XSEC,
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ZSEC
XSTOP
XL,YL, ZL
XN,YN,ZN
xi
Xci
Xsi
xj
Xi
Xs
0_
Pi
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At
_g
V
ci
Subscripts
a
aw
c
e
Weighting factor in j direction for collection efficiency inter-
polation
Weighting factor in i direction for collection efficiency inter-
polation
Velocity M/S
Stagnation point search velocity criteria
Coordinate arrays describing the on-body streamline.
Arrays describing upstream release points
for trajectories passing through points describing the
section of interest.
Arrays describing upstream release points for tangent
trajectories
Arrays describing the region of interest.
Stream wise stopping point for all trajectory and streamline
calculations
Scan line arrays for stagnation point search
Arrays of surface normals for streamline
Surface coordinates of impingement cell
Location of centroid of A m
Location along surface streamline
Displacement vector from x(i,j) to x(i,j+l)
Displacement vector from x(i,j) to x(i+ 1,j)
Displacement vector from x(i,j) to xs
Pitch angle of geometry
Collection efficiency
Density of ice at segment i
Length of segment along surface streamline
Time increment for ice accretion
Sideslip angle of geometry
Rotation angle of surface droplet flux tube
Source strength of a panel
Air
Adiabatic wall
Critical; convection
Evaporation: condition at the edge of the boundary layer
SYMBOLS CONCLUDED
i
(i)
rin
rout
sur
$
T
Ice
Control volume
Runback into control volume
Runback out of control volume
surface condition
Static condition
Total condition
I. INTRODUCTION
The LEWICE3D code is a conglomeration of several codes for the purpose of calculating
ice shapes on two-dimensional external surfaces. A three-dimensional external flow panel code is
incorporated which has the capability of calculating flow about arbitrary three-dimensional lifting
and nonlifting bodies with external flow. A 4th order Runge-Kutta integration scheme is used to
calculate arbitrary streamlines. An Adams type predictor-corrector trajectory integration scheme
has been included to calculate arbitrary trajectories. Schemes for calculating tangent trajectories,
collection efficiencies and concentration factors for arbitrary regions of interest for single droplets
or droplet distributions have been incorporated. A heat transfer algorithm based on the NASA
Lewis two-dimensional ice accretion code (LEWICE) can be used to calculate ice accretions
along surface streamlines. A geometry modification scheme is incorporated which calculates the
new geometry based on the ice accretions generated at each section of interest.
The three-dimensional ice accretion calculation is based on the two-dimensional LEWICE
calculation. Both codes calculate the flow, pressure distribution, and collection efficiency distribu-
tion along surface streamlines. For both codes the heat transfer calculation is divided into two
regions, one above the stagnation point and one below the stagnation point, and solved for each
region assuming a flat plate with pressure distribution. Water is assumed to follow the surface
streamlines, hence starting at the stagnation zone any water that is not frozen out at a control vol-
ume is assumed to run back into the next control volume. After the amount of frozen water at each
control volume has been calculated the geometry is modified by adding the ice at each control vol-
ume in the surface normal direction.
The basic methodology of the three-dimensional ice accretion analysis is to divide the
three-dimensional ice accretion process into two-dimensional processes along streamlines of inter-
est (fig. 1). The user inputs regions of interest on the three-dimensional body (e.g. leading edge
points). A streamline is then calculated along the body's surface from the centroid of this region of
interest. Impingement rates and velocities are calculated along this streamline. This information is
input to a two-dimensional heat transfer module which calculates ice growth along the streamline.
This information is used to generate a new geometry at the streamline location. This process is
repeated for each streamline of interest on the three-dimensional body. Upon completing the ice
growth calculations the geometry is modified and the flow field is updated. The above steps are
repeated for as for each time step.
(a) Clean swept airfoil with three streamlines (top view).
(b) Clean swept airfoil with three iced streamlines (top view).
(c) Iced swept airfoil resulting from three iced streamlines.
Figure 1. - Airfoil with several sections of interest.
The three-dimensional (3D) analysis then, can be broken into 6 basic steps. First, a flow
field is generated for the body. Second, impingement efficiency is calculated at the region of inter-
est. Third, a streamline is calculated at the region of interest. Fourth, impingement rates along the
streamline of interest are found by interpolation. During the Fifth step ice accretion along the
streamline is calculated using the two-dimensional (2D) heat transfer module. The Sixth step
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involvesgeneratinga newbodyfrom theiceaccretioninformation.
A 3DHess-Smithpanelcode(ref. 1-5)is usedto generatetheflow field usedin thetrajec-
tory andheattransfercalculations.Thecodecanaccommodatelifting andnon-lifting geometries
or combinationsthereofsuchasentireairplanes(fig. 2).If desired,aPrandfl-Glauertcorrectioncan
bemadefor compressiblecases.The code can also handle leaking panels to emulate inlets for
instrument orifices. The code also has a variable dimension feature which allows easy adaption to
different computers or problems.
(a) Finite swept wing
(b) Twin Otter aircraft.
Figure 2. - Panel representation of different types of geometries
The trajectory code is basically that developed by Hillyer Norment (ref. 5) with one addi-
tional feature. The code uses the Hess-Smith flow field along with an Adams-type predictor-cor-
rector algorithm developed by Krogh (ref. 6). An added feature is the ability to calculate local
collection efficiency from the impacting trajectories. The code is used here to generate an array of
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impingementefficienciesfor eachregionof interest.
The surface streamline is calculated using a 4 th order Runge-Kutta integration scheme. The
streamline integration is carried forward from the stagnation region for both the upper and lower
surfaces at the region of interest.
A linear interpolation scheme is used to determine the collection efficiency along the
streamline from the matrix of collection efficiencies generated above in the trajectory step.
The 2D ice accretion calculation is basically that of the LEWICE program generated at
Lewis. This code is described in detail in reference 7.
The new geometry is generated from ice accretion information and from the surface normal
information and final trajectory angle information. Each new point on the streamline is generated
by adding the ice accretion multiplied by either the surface normal vector or by the final trajectory
tangent vector to the old streamline point.
II. PROGRAM UNITS
A. Introduction
There are nine basic program units comprising the 3D ice accretion calculation: READIN,
FLOW, SETFLO, BETAC, STREM3D, STREM2D, BSTREM, LEWICE2D,AND BODMOD. A
brief description of each of these modules is given along with a flow chart. Figure 3 shows an over-
view of the LEWICE3D job stream. Section J contains tables giving a brief description of each sub-
routine used in the above modules.
_ LEV_D _M
READ_'* _ _ OD I
• I I I
I I
Figure 3. - LEWICE3D segmentation tree structure.
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B. Subroutine READIN
1. General Discusion
The module READIN re,ads thejob controlfile(unitINPUT) and initializesimportantpro-
gram controlvariables.All inputdata (unitINPUT) isin"NAMELIST" format.Three "NAMEL-
ISTS" areinputfrom unitINPUT: IMPING, TRAJ and ICEIN. A briefdescriptionof thevariables
ineach of the NAMELISTS isgiven in the INPUT FILE section.IMPING containscontrolvari-
ablesforthe HillyerNorrncnt Trajectorycodes.These variablesaredescribedin theuser'smanual
forthe trajectorycodes (ref.5).TRAJ containsthe controlvariablesforthe overallcalculation
includinghow many stationsare tobe used,number of trajectoriestobe used, whether torun the
flow fieldcode, LEWICE or streamlinecalculations,etc.ICEIN containscontrolvariablesforthe
2D LEWICE calculation.These variablesaredescribedin theLEWICE manual.
2. Printed Output
Subroutine READIN prints job control information to several output files (OUPUT, JOB-
SUM). This information is self explanatory.
C. Subroutine FLOW
1. General Discussion
Subroutine FLOW is essentially the HESS-Smith 3D panel code put into subroutine form.
Hillyer Norment gives a good description of the Hess-Smith code in his user's manual (ref. 5, pages
10-14), and this description is repeated here for completeness. Figure 4 shows a flow chart of the
flow field (subroutine FLOW) and velocity calculations (subroutine FLOVE2 and FLOVEL). Sub-
routine FLOVE2 is the original velocity calculation alogorithm developed by Hillyer Norment (ref.
5). Subroutine FLOVEL is a vectorized version of FLOVE2 which was developed at LEWIS by
Bidwell and Mohler. Subroutine FLOVEL evaluates velocities about 20 % faster than FLOVE2 on
computers that do not support vectorization and about 80% faster on machines supporting vector-
ization. The algorithm cannot be used in cases where the piecewise linear vorticity option has been
chosen (i.e. PESWIS = TRUE).
CONTRL
INPUTL CKARRY SIGMAL SUMSIG VELOCY
NOLIFr LIFT A/JMX NIKMX COLSOL
BVORTX
STEPFN
PKU'I_A
PISWIS
PSONST
FKU'I_A
UNIFLO
(a) Subroutine FLOW
FLOVF2
(b) Subroutine FLOVE2
Figure 4. Flow field and velocity calculation segmentation tree structures.
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(c) Subroutine FLOVEL
Figure 4. -Concluded.Flow field and velocity calculation segmentationtreestructures.
The methods and codes of Hess (ref. 1)and Hess and Smith (ref. 2,3) are used tbr calcula-
tion of lifting and nonlifting potential flow about arbitrary three-dimensional bodies. Lifting bodies
(i.e., airfoils) alone, nonlifting bodies alone, or combinations of lifting bodies with nonlifting bod-
ies (e.g., combinations or airfoils and fuselages) can be treated. Effects of flow into an inlet, for
example an instrument aperture, can be accounted for provided the intake flow rate, in terms of
fraction of free stream air speed, is specified. The method is restricted to subsonic airspeeds, but
for free stream Mach numbers greater than 0.5, the Prandfl-Glauert method is used to correct
approximately for compressibility effects. Since potential flow is computed, neither viscous effects
nor turbulence are treated.
The code requires input of a digital description of the body surface, and for purposes of
organizing the data as well as for computing flow, the body surface is partitioned into sections
which are designated as either lifting or nonlifting. In either case, the surface is represented by con-
tiguous, plane quadrilateral panels, usually called elements (fig.2). For nonlifting sections there are
few restrictions on the manner in which the elements can be arranged to represent the surface other
than those required for organization. Lifting sections are restricted as follows: each must consist of
strips of elements, the strips being oriented parallel to the chordwise direction of the airfoil each
strip must have the same number of elements and wake elements must be included after the trailing
edge of each strip. Both lifting and nonlifting portions of the body may be described by more than
one section.
Each on-body element (which is in the flow) is taken to be a potential flow source. The
source is a distributed one, with the distribution being uniform over the surface of the element, and
each element, for example the jth, is characterized by a unique source density, t_j. In addition, each
strip of elements in a lifting section is characterized by having a unique value of lift vorticity asso-
dated with it. This quantity, for example for the K th lifting strip, B _), represents vortex strength
per unit path length around the strip (fig. 5), and it represent the sum of contributions from all pan-
els in the strip. Velocities induced by these vorticities are treated as onset flows. Thus, there is an
onset flow from each lifting strip plus the free stream onset flow. It is necessary to compute an inde-
pendent source density for each of these onset flows for each on-body quadrilateral panel: if there
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are N on-body panels, K lifting strips, and one free stream flow, N(K +1) values of o must be com-
puted. Source densities are determined by solving large systems of linear equations that represent
the effects of all onset flows on all panels, plus the mutual interactions of all distributed sources,
under boundary conditions for zero flux through the centroid (also called control point) of each on-
body panel, or specified fraction of free stream flux through each inlet panel.
TRAILING EDGE/
9/0
II 12
////-".it_
15
3 ................. , 9 Z
t||_ |||
i
7 16 7 18 _II9/N
6 5 4 3 2
//" I
m / _ WAKE
TRAILING EDGE
/
17 18 19 20
CHORDWISE DIRECTION
Figure 5. - Organization of m and n lines in a lifting section. A lifting strip is delineated by
sequential n lines, and extends over the complete circuit from m = 1 at the trailing
edge, along the underside to and around the leading edge, back to the trailing edge,
and finally back to the furthest aftward extent of the wake.
Determination of vortex strengths requires an additional constraint, the Kutta condition,
and this is supplied by user-selection of one of two optional methods which are designated as "flow
tangency" and "pressure equality."
Lift vorticity is computed by a novel method developed by Hess (ref. 1). To circumvent
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problems that have been found to result from use of vortex filaments in prior work, and to ensure
that potential flow results from the vorticity distribution and that individual infinitesimal vortex
lines either form closed curves or go to infinity, Hess has developed a method by which vortex
sheets on the body and wake surfaces can be expressed in terms of dipole sheets on the same sur-
faces. Hess summarizes the method as follows:
"A variable-strength dipole sheet is equivalent to the sum of: (1) a variable-
strength vortex sheet on the same surface as the dipole sheet whose vorticity has a
direction at right angles to the gradient of the dipole strength and a magnitude
equal to the magnitude of this gradient, and (2) a concentrated vortex filament
around the edge of the sheet whose strength is everywhere equal to the local edge
value of dipole strength."
Mathematical details are given in appendix A of reference 1.
For particular body geometry and orientation relative to the free stream, the source densities
and vortex strengths are calculated only once, and then these can be used to calculate flow velocity
at any space point exterior to the body. The primary functions of the DUGLFT codes are to calcu-
late the _j and B (k) and store these quantities, along with other requisite data, for use by subroutine
FLOVEL in calculating flow velocities. Subroutine FLOVEL is called as needed by programs
TRAJEC, CONFAC, and ARYTRJ to provide flow velocities for trajectory and flow velocity array
calculations.
In calculating each flow velocity, contributions from all quadrilateral elements are summed.
There are three sets of algorithms for computing contributions from individual elements: (1) for
elements that are close to the calculation point, detailed calculations are used that account for exact
element geometries, (2) for elements at intermediate distances multipole expansions are used, and
(3) for remote elements the point source approximation is used. Mathematical details are given in
references 1,2 and 3 with emphasis on lifting flow in reference 1 and emphasis on nonlifting flow
in references 2 and 3. The reader is strongly urged to study these references closely before attempt-
ing to use this code. Reference 4 consists of a code users manual for the lifting flow calculations
described in reference 1.
Calculation accuracy is discussed in the Validation section in the Hillyer manual (ref. 5).
Of course accuracy also depends on the fineness of resolution of the element description of the
body, and naturally some compromise is called for. The smaller the dements the finer the resolu-
tion, and the fewer of them for which the most exacting of the three algorithms must be used. On
the other hand, the number of elements increases inversely as the square of their linear size. In past
studies on airplanes we have used the following paneling criteria For those parts of the airplane
traversed by particle trajectories, we try to keep the element edges between 6" and 8" in length.
Where allowed by simplicity of surface shape, remote elements can be larger. Remote downstream
complexities of shape are ignored or treated approximately. For example, if interest is confined to
the forward fuselage, then the remainder of the fuselage can be represented as a cylinder of constant
cross-section which is extended to approximately five time the length of the of the nose section (as
recommended by Hess and Smith, ref. 2), and the wings can be ignored entirely. The following are
basic requirements of the method that apply to all calculations
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1. A uniform,unit-speedfreestreamapproximatelyin thedirectionof thepositivex-axis.
2. Normalizationof all velocitiesto beconsistentwith theunit freestreamspeed.
3. Normalizationof all distancesby auser-specifiedcharacteristicdimensionof thebody.
Surfacepoint coordinatesmayberecordedin any convenient units and can be appropriately trans-
lated and scaled, to meet requirement 3 above, during processing via use of SR's PATPRS and
DATPRS. These subroutines also allow rotation of the body about the y axis to adjust attitude
angle. The coordinate system used for the calculations is described on pp. 19-20 (ref. 5).
The unit free stream speed is assumed by program DUGLFT, and the distance normaliza-
tion, if required, is done during preliminary data processing as indicated above. For trajectory cal-
culations, the user specifies the true free stream speed and the normalization length, and the codes
automatically handle any additional normalizing or scaling that is required.
The module FLOW computes a flow field for the geometry input on unit NGEOM (DUG-
LIFT format) and saves it on unit FLOWF. This module is executed only if IFLOW=I (NAMEL-
IST TRAJ). If the flow field code is not executed (i.e. IFLOW=0) then the flow field must be
provided on unit FLOWF. The Hess-Smith 3D flow field code is used in subroutine form here to
generate the flow field. The execution time for the flow field calculation is proportional to the
square of the number of panels. A 1200 lifting panel model with one section required 80 seconds
of CPU time on the CRAY XMP while that for a 3200 panel model with one section required 630
seconds. Two basic requirements have been found to date for the ice accretion calculations. The
first is a numerical one for the panel method used. The requirement is that the aspect ratio of any
panel should not be greater than 100. The source strength calculation will converge for larger
aspect ratios but the vortex calculation will not. The requirement grows more stringent with angle
of attack and ratios as high as 100 may not be allowed for some geometries. The second require-
ments is that to produce a smooth beta curve there must be approximately one panel per trajectory
released in the z-direction (i.e. if 20 trajectories were to be released between the impingement lim-
its then 20 panels are required between the impingement limits at the surface to ensure a smooth
beta curve.
2. Printed Output
Subroutine flow produces several output files (units FLSUM, FLOWF). Unit FLSUM is a
summary of the flow field computation and contains varying amounts of information depending on
the flags set in the flow input file (unit NGEOM). Any error messages from the flow field compu-
tation will be found in unit FLSUM. Unit FLOWF contains the flow field information in binary
format to be used in the calculation of velocities in the trajectory routines. A description of these
files is taken from reference 5.
The flow field calculation summary output (unit FLSUM) consists of two main parts, plus
a summary of input control data, various error condition messages, and optional outputs of data
that are used for debugging.
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The first printout is a summary of input control data, and is self-explanatory.
Next, which is the first main part, is a printout (from NOLIFT and LIFT) of element
data. Elements are designated as lifting or non-lifting.
A short table follows (from INPUTL) tiffed TABLE OF INPUT INFORMATION,
which summarizes the data in terms of section type, number of elements per section,
number of strips, etc.
In the course of computing velocities induced by each element on all others, additional
summary information is printed (from VIJMX) for each section. For lifting strips, this
includes information on ignored elements which does not appear elsewhere.
If the piecewise linear option for determination of spanwise variation of vortex strength
is used, strip widths, W k, and parameters D k, E k, Fk (ref. 3, sec. 7.11) are printed for
each strip for each section, along with a summary of edge conditions (NLINE1 and
NLn_-EN).
A short statement is printed (from COLSOL) regarding the dimensions of the matrix
that are solved to determine element source strengths, and the number of right-hand-
sides (i.e., number of uniform onset flows plus number of lifting strips) for which the
solutions are obtained.
The second main printout (from PRINTL) contains the final results of the calculations.
A printout for each on-body element is labeled as follows.
X0, Y0, Z0 Control point coordinates.
VX, VY, VZ Flow velocity components at the control point
VT Velocity magnitude
VTSQ Square of velocity magnitude
CP Pressure coefficient = 1.0 - VTSQ
DCX, DCY, DCZ Direction cosines of the velocity components
NX, NY, NZ Components of the unit normal to the plane of the el-
ement
SIG Source density
VN Velocity component in the direction of the unit nor-
mal
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AREA Areaof theelement
Printoutsfor off-bodyandKutta pointsaresimilarly labeled.
Alsoprintedarevectorcomponentsfor pressureforceandmoment for each strip, each
section and for the entire body, as well as a table of vortex strength per unit length, B (k),
for each lifting strip.
7. Error messages (ref. 4).
(a) Message: MISMATCH OF ELEMENTS IN A LIFTING
STRIP IS DETECTED. ELEMENTS FORMED
XXX, ELEMENTS INPUT XXX, COMPUTATION
TERMINATED. (SR INPUTL)
Cause of error: Inconsistent input data. The program sums the num-
ber of on-body elements plus the wake elements
specified on card 8. This sum does not match with the
elements formed from the input coordinates.
Action: Check the lifting body information card (card 8) and
the quadrilateral corner point coordinates cards
(cards 12). The number of points on an n-line should
equal the number of elements plus 1.
For example: If in a lifting section each lifting strip
consist of 10 on-body elements and 1 wake element,
the total number of elements is 11, and there should
be 12 points on each n-line input via cards no. 12.
(b) Message: ERROR IN IGNORED ELEMENT COUNT XXX,
SHOULD BE XXX. (SR LIFT)
Cause of error: Erroneous specification of ignored element informa-
tion.
Action: Check card 10 to make sure the ignored element in-
formation is properly specified.
(c) Message: LABEL ERROR IN NONLIFFING V'FORM. (SR
VFMNLF)
LABEL ERROR IN LIFTING VFORM (SR VFM-
LFT)
Cause of error: Geometric data for each element strip, preceded by a
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lifting ornonlifting label are stored on unit 4. The er-
ror occurs when a labeling mix-up is detected during
input of the data from unit 4 for calculation of veloc-
ities. That is, data for a strip labeled lifting are en-
countered during computation for a nonlifting
section, or vice versa.
Action: Check that the number of lifting strips specified on
card no. 8 for each lifting section corresponds with
the cards no. 12 input.
(d) The following messages l_rtain to errors in specification of variable
dimensions (SR CKARRY).
ELEMENT CAPACITY, NONX = XXX IS LESS THAN TOTAL
ELEMENTS, NON= XXX
STRIP CAPACITY, NSTX = XXX IS LESS THAN TOTAL STRIPS,
NSTRP = XXX
LIFTING SECTION CAPACITY, LFSX= XXX IS LESS THAN TOTAL
SECTIONS, ISECT = XXX
LIFTING STRIP CAPACITY, NOBX = XXX IS LESS THAN TOTAL
LIFTING STRIPS, LSTRP = XXX
N2BX = XXX IS NOT GE TWICE NOBX AS REQUIRED, NOBX
=XXX
NSLX = XXX IS LESS THATN THE MAX. NO. OF STRIPS IN A
LIFTING SECTION, WHICH IS XXX
CAPACITY OF ARRAY WKAREA, NWAX = XXX, USED BY COLSOL
TO DETERMINE SOURCE STRENGTHS, IS INSUFFICIENT. IT
MUST BE GREATER OR EQUAL TO XXX
NWAX = XXX IS NOT GREATER OR EQUAL TO NO. OF LIFTING
STRIPS = XXX CUBED, AS REQURED FOR THE PRESSURE
EQUALITY KUTI'A OPTION.
Cause of error: Array dimensions are inadequate to accommodate
the input data.
Action: Check array dimensions and variable array parame-
ters against the storage demands of the element data
input via cards no. 12. Also check input parameter
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(e) Messages:
Causeof error:
Action:
(f) Message:
Causeof error:
Action:
(g) Message:
Cause of error:
Action:
(h) Message:
LIFSEC, NSORCE, NWAKE, NSTRIP, and IX-
FLAG.
XXX ANGLES OF ATTACK HAVE BEEN SPECI-
FIED, ONLY ONE IS ALLOWED SINCE COM-
PRESSION EFFECTS ARE CONSIDERED.
ANLGE OF ATTACK, + - XXX, + - XXX, +- XXX-
IS INAPPROPRIATE FOR A CASE WITH COM-
PRESSION CORRECTION. (SR CKARRY)
Only one uniform onset flow (i.e. free stream) is al-
lowed if the compressibility correction is applied
(MACH > 0.0 on card no. 2). Moreover, the direction
cosines (ALPHAX, ALPHAY, ALPHAZ) of this on-
set flow must be (1.0, 0.0, 0.0; card no. 4).
Set IATACK = 1 on card 2, and/or specify direction
cosines on card 4 as stated above.
THE NUMBER OF KUTrA POINTS SPECIFIED
IS INCORRECT AND SHOULD BE XXX (SR CK-
ARRY)
The flow tangency Kutta option has been specified,
and the number of Kutta points specified by input
(cards no. 9, 13 and 14) does not equal the number of
lifting strips.
Check parameter KUTTA on card 9, and the number
of KUTTA data points on cards 13 and 14, against the
number of lifting strips input via cards no. 12 (Do not
count extra strips.)
ERROR IN VFORM. THE ELEMENTS FORMED
DO NOT CORRESPOND TO THE NO. OF BODY
ELEMENTS. (SRS VFMNLF AND VFMLFT)
Element tally recorded by SR INPTL does not match
with tally recorded from input of data from unit 4
during velocity calculation.
Check lifting strip specification data on card 8 for
consistency with cards no. 12 input data.
AFTER XXX INTERATIONS, DELTA B STILL
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(i)
Cause of error:
Action:
Message:
DID NOT CONVERGE TO THE GIVEN CRITERI-
ON/ LARGEST DELTA B-- +- XXX.XXX/PRO-
GRAM PROCEEDS WITH THE MODS
CURRENT VORTEX STRENGTH. (SR PKU'ITA)
Non-convergence of vortex strengths, B, calculation
via the pressure equality Kutta condition method
(ref.4, see. 7.13.2).
Check the cards no. 12 input data.
THIS CODE SHOULD BE APPLIED TO FIRST
STRIP
Cause of error:
Action:
(j) Message:
Cause of error:
Action:
(k) Message:
Cause of error:
Action:
(1) Message:
or,
THIS CODE SHOULD BE APPLIED TO LAST
STRIP. (SR DKEKFK OR PSONST)
Improper specification of N-LINE1 or NLINEN for
piecewise linear option. Specifically, either NLINE 1
= 2 or NLINEN =3 is specified, both of which are for-
bidden.
Check card 8 specifications
XXX ON-BODY POINTS MISSED. EXECUTION
TERMINATED. (SR PRINTL)
The number of on-body source elements tallied dur-
ing final printout does not agree with the count tallied
during input.
Check input data.
XXX KU'ITA POINTS MISSED, EXECUTION
TERMINATED. (SR PRINTL)
The number of Kutta points tallied during the final
print out does not agree with the number specified by
parameter KUTrA on card 9.
Check the number of Kutta points input via cards 13
and 14 against parameter KUTrA.
XXX OFF-BODY POINTS MISSED, EXECU-
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Causeof error:
TION TERMINATED. (SRPRJNTL)
Thenumberof off-bodypointstalliedduring final
printoutdoesnotagreewith thenumbertallieddur-
ing input.
Action: Checkinput data.
8. OptionalPrintouts for Use in Debugging
(a)
(b)
(c)
Geometrical data for each element. (IOUT = TRUE, card 3, SR INPUTL).
For each nonlifting element is printed the element sequence number and
twenty-nine geometric quantifies (ref.4, sec. 9.51) and for each lifting ele-
ment is printed the element sequence number and forty-five geometric quan-
tifies (ref. 3, sec. 7.2).
(d)
Source induced velocity matrix, _'/j. (MPR = 1, card 2; SR PNTVIJ)
COLUMN
CNTRL PT
VXS, VYS, VZS
Matrix column number (j)
Control point number (i)
Velocity components
ifls, IFSEC is greater than 0 (card 2), dipole induced velocity matrices,
Vik, also are printed.
STRIP Lifting strip number
CNTRL PT Control point number
VXF, VYF, VZF First velocity components
VXS, VYS, VZS Second velocity components
._,(k)
Onset flow matrices, Vi
ONSET FLOW NO.
__(**)
, V i . (MPR = 3, SR UNIFLO)
CONTROL POINTS Control point number
X-FLOW, Y-FLOW Onset flow velocity components
Z-FIX)W
Dot product matrices, Aij, Ni (k), Ni (**) (MPR > = 2, card 2 SR AIJMX and
NIKMX)
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(e)
COLUMN
AIJ
FLOW NO.
RIJ
Matrix column number (j) -
Elements of Aij
Onset flow number (k)
Right side of equation (7.12.5)
Source density matrix (MPR > 2, card 2; PGM SIGMAL) SOLUTION
OBTAINED AFTER COLSOL FLOW NO. Onset flow number. Element
source densities, oi 00, Oi (**), are printed eight to a line.
The following data are stored on unit FLOWF in binary format for use later in the velocity
calculations. Actual record structures are more easily determined by examining the SR SETFLO
FORTRAN listing.
CASE
ISECT
LIFSEC
ALPHAX(1)
ALPHAY ( 1)
ALPHAZ(1)
SYM1
SYM2
NSYM
NSTRP
BETAM
BETSQ
NLT
(NSTRIP)
NTYPE
(ISECT)
Body identifier (input card 2)
Number of sections (lifting plus nonlifting)
Number of lifting sections (input card 2)
Uniform onset flow direction cosines (card 4)
Floating point equivalent of input parameters NSYM1 and NSYM2
(card 2)
Total number of symmetry planes
Total number of strips, including extra lifting strips if input.
SQRT(1-NM 2) where N M is free stream Math number
1 -NM 2
Number of elements on each strip, including extra strips, and
ignored and wake elements are counted. It is negative for the last
strip of each section.
Section type indicator.
0 for nonlifting
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1for lifting
NLINE
(ISECT)
Numberof strips in a section, not including extra strips
If LIFSEC GT 0:
IGW If true, there are ignored elements.
LASWAK If true, the semi-infinite final wake element option is exercised
PESWIS If true, the piecewise linear method for computing spanwise varia-
tion of lift vorticity is used.
NSTRIP See input card 8
(LIFSEC)
NLINE 1(LIFSEC)
NLINEN(LIFSEC)
NSORCE(LIFSEC)
IXFLAG(LIFSEC)
IGI(I,J)
IGN(I,J)
Only if IGW = TRUE (see input card 10)
For each nonlifting element, the twenty-nine geometric quantities written on unit 4
by SR NOLIFT.
For each lifting element, the fifty-seven geometric quantities written on unit 4
by SR LIFT.
Only if the piecewise linear method is used for calculation of spanwise variation of
vorticity. For each of K strips in J = LIFSEC lifting sections:
K, fD(IJ),E(I,J),F(I,J),I=I,K)
where D, E, F are D k, E k, F k of equation 7.11.5 of reference 3.
KFLOW
KONTRL
COMSIG
(KONTRL)
Number of lifting strips
Number of on-body source elements (not including ignored, wake,
and extra strip elements)
Combined source densities (ref. 3 eq. 7.13.1)
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B(KFLOW) Vortex strength per unit length
3. Peripheral Storage
In addition to the flow field summary file (unit FLSUM) and the flow field file (unit
FLOWF) several internal files are needed for the flow field calculation. Subroutine FLOW used
eleven units for scratch storage. All data stored on these units arc in binary format. In the following,
use of each unit is considered only in terms of the maximum number of data words (numbers) and
record lengths that would be stored on it. The following variables are defined to aid in this:
KONTRL Number of quadrilateral elements, not including
those generated by symmetry, ignored, in the wake
and in extra strips.
KUTTA Points defined by input cards no. 13 and 14 at which
the Kutta condition is to be applied. (KU'FrA > 0
only if the flow tangency option is exercised.)
NOFF Number of off-body points at which velocity is to be
calculated as defined by input cards no. 15.
NON KONTRL + KUTTA + NOFF
IATACK Number of lifting strips, not counting extra snips, nor
those generated by symmetry.
NFLOW KFLOW + IATACK
Unit 3: NFLOW records each consisting of 3 x NON numbers
Unit4: There is a record of 29 numbers for each nonlifting quadrilateral element
plus
There is a record of 57 numbers for each lifting quadrilateral element (including
ignored, wake, and extra snip elements)
plus
A one word record for each section of elements
Unit 8: The larger of
Two records each of length 3 x NON numbers or
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Unit 9:
Unit 10:
Unit 11:
Unit 12:
Unit 13:
Unit 14:
Unit 15:
NFLOW recordseachof length6 x KFLOW numbers or
KONTRL records each of length KU'ITA numbers
KONTRL records of maximum length KONTRL + 1 numbers
KONTRL records of maximum length KONTRL + 1 numbers
1/2 KONTRL records each of length 3 x NON numbers
1/2 KONTRL records each of length 3 x NON numbers
The larger of
2 x KONTRL records each of length 3 x NON numbers or
KONTRL records of maximum length KONTRL + NFLOW +1 numbers
The larger of
KFLOW records each of length 3 x NON numbers or
KONTRL records of maximum length KONTRL +1 numbers
The larger of
KFLOW records each of length 3 x NON numbers or
KONTRL records of maximum length KONTRL + NFLOW +1 numbers
4. Variable Array Dimensioning
Subroutine FLOW incorporates variable dimensioning so that the program can be resized
to fit different sized problems and computers. The calculation and storage of the flow field account
for almost all storage required by LEWICE3D and hence are the only areas where variable dimen-
sioning is used. To resize the problem the variables affected by the following dimension sizes must
be resized in the main program along with the dimension sizes located in the data statement in the
main program.The following description of the variable array sizes has been taken from reference
4. Minimum values for the variable dimension parameters are given where these numbers are not
effected by symmetry.
LFSX Number of lifting sections
NL2X NSLX + 2
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NOBX
NONX
NSEX
NSLX
NSTX
NWAX
Totalnumberof lifting strips, not counting extra strips
Number of on-body elements in the flow (not counting ignored, wake, and
extra strip elements) plus Kutta points defined by input (flow tangency
option only) plus off body points (cards 15)
Total number of sections (lifting plus nonlifting)
Maximum number of lifting strips in any lifting section (including extra
strips if input)
Total number of strips (i.e., n-lines; lifting plus nonlifting plus extra strips)
Similar to 2 x (number of on-body quadrilateral elements in the flow (see
NONX) plus the number of onset flows)
and
Cube of the number of lifting strips (not counting extra strips: i.e.
NOBX**3) if the pressure equality Kutta condition options is selected.
N2BX 2 x NOBX
D. Subroutine SETFLO
1. General Discussion
The module SETFLO reads the flow field generated by the Hess-Smith code (unit
FLOWF). This subroutine is always executed and hence a flow field is required on unit (FLOWF).
1. Printed Output
SETLFLO output is limited to summary information about the flow field being read. This
information is self explanatory and is written to units OUTPUT and JOBSUM.
E. Subroutine BETAC
1. General Discussion
The module BETAC drives the trajectory work used in calculating the local collection effi-
ciency at each station of interest. This subroutine is optional (IRUN=2-10, NAMELIST TRAJ) and
controls all the trajectory work (fig. 6). This subroutine calculates tangent and impact trajectories
at the station of interest. The impact trajectory information is then used in the collection efficiency
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calculation.If moduleBSTREMor LEWICE2Dareto beexecutedthenthecollectionefficiency
informationis requiredandBETAC mustbeexecuted.
BETAC
PARTICL
WCDRR FALWAT
CI..INE ACOR
PANMIN PUN
AREAP
IMPLIM ARYTRJ PI..IN DSTPLN
CONFAC
MAP FLOVEL TRNSFM POLYGN
MATINV TRNSFM
TRAJEC
FLOVEL DVDQ IMPAC PRFUN
WCDRR CDRR
Figure 6. - BETAC segmentation tree structure.
a. Search For Upstream Particle Release Points
BETAC's first step toward the calculation of collection efficiency is to determine the
upstream release points for trajectories that pass through the area of interest (fig. 7). There will be
one release point calculated for each point specified at the section of interest (i.e. if NPSEC=2 then
2 upstream release points will be calculated; if NPSEC--4, then 4 upstream points will be calcu-
lated). These upstream release points (XSCI,YSCI, ZSCI) correspond to trajectories that will pass
through the points defining the section of interest (XSEC, YSEC, ZSEC). The program CONFAC
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developed by Norment (ref. 5) and put into subroutine form here is used to determine each of the
upstream points.
0
0
I
y
ISC th s_uon of interest
•4- Amy defi_r_ _gion of interest at leading edge: XSEC(ISC)NPSEC(ISC)),
YSEC(ISC ,NPSEC(ISC)), ZSEC(ISC_IPSEC(ISC))
• Array defining trajectory release points that pass through points defining region of
interest: XSCI(ISC,NPSEC(ISC)), YSCI(ISC)2_IPSEC(ISC)),
ZSCI(LSC)2_'SEC_C))
O Array defining release points for tangmt trajectories in region of interest:
XTIP(ISC,NPSEC(ISC)), YTIP(ISC ,NPSEC(ISC)), ZTIPOSC2_PSEC(ISC))
Array defining impact points for tangent trajectories in region of interest:
[] XTIF(ISC<NPSEC(ISC)), YTIF(ISC,NPSEC(ISC)). ZTIF(ISCJqPSEC(ISC))
Figure 7. - Illustration of tangent trajectory search arrays.
Program CONFAC is described in detail in reference 5 and will be covered only briefly
here. CONFAC is an iterative procedure which finds a trajectory that passes within RW*TOL of
the specified target point (XSEC, YSEC, ZSEC). Subroutine MAP controls the iteration and uses
subroutine TRAJEC for the calculation of individual trajectories. If convergence has not been
reached in 50 iterations then CONFAC will continue with the next upstream point. If one or more
failures occur during the search for each of the upstream points then the program will terminate.
b. Search For Tangent Trajectories
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The second step toward calculating the collection efficiency at a section of interest is to
determine the tangent trajectories. These are limiting trajectories that impact. Trajectories released
between corresponding upper and lower tangent trajectories will impact the body. Those released
outside the tangent trajectories will miss the body. There will be one tangent trajectory for every
point of interest on the body (i.e. if NPSEC=2 then there will be 2 tangent trajectories, an upper
and a lower. If NPSEC --4, then there will be 4 tangent trajectories, two upper and two lower). The
tangent trajectories are found by marching for the proper release points along the lines formed by
the upstream release points XSCI, YSXI, ZSCI. For NPSEC=2 there will be one line. For
NPSEC--4 there will be 2 lines. Each line is searched in both directions to determine the upper and
lower tangent trajectories. The tangent trajectory search is handled by the subroutine IMPLIM.
Subroutine IMPLIM determines tangent trajectories at the section of interest. Subroutine
IMPLIM is based on the 2D tangent trajectory search routine used in LEWICE (ref. 7). Subroutine
IMPLIM requires the input of specified lines (in this case the lines are formed by alternating values
of XSCI YSCI, ZSCI), an initial start point on the specified line (in this case alternating points
XSCI, YSCI, ZSCI), and the search tolerance DFINE. The algorithm initiates trajectories along the
specified line midway between the most current "hit" trajectory and the most current "miss" trajec-
tory. If the trajectory impacts the body it becomes the current "hit" trajectory. If it misses the body
it becomes the current "miss" trajectory. The algorithm terminates the search when the distance
between the initial start points of the current"hit" and"miss" trajectories is less then DFINE. This
current impacting trajectory is then the tangent trajectory and is denoted by its upstream release
points XTIP, YTIP, ZTIP. If the subroutine fails to find an impacting trajectory after three steps then
it will continue on with the next tangent search. If one or more failures occur during the tangent
trajectory search at the section of interest then the program will terminate.
c. Calculation Of Impact Trajectories
The third step is to determine the matrix of release points for the trajectories to be used in
the collection efficiency calculation. If NPSEC=2, then a string of NBR equi-spaced release points
will be generated between the upper and lower tangent trajectory release points (XTIP, YTIP,
ZTIP). If NPSEC--4, then a matrix of NBR x NBC trajectories release points will be determined.
The rectangle formed by the four upstream tangent trajectory release points (XTIP, YTIP, ZTIP) is
divided into NBC equi-spaced columns and NBR equi-spaced rows (fig. 8).
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NBR(ISq
Ao
[_ = Ao/A m
NBC(ISC)
ISC_ sectionofinterest
• Impingement point array: XBLF(ISC,NPSEC(ISC)), YBLF(ISC,NPSEC(ISC)),
ZBLFOSC,NPSEC(ISC))
O Release points fo_ impinging traje_,ori_: XBLI(ISC,NPSEC(ISC)),
YBLI(ISC,NPSEC(ISC)), ZBLI(ISC,NPSEC(ISC))
_- Array of cenux>ids ofimpac_ areas on surface: XBETA(NBR(ISC)-I,NBCOSC)-
1), YBETA(NBR(ISC)-I ,NBCOSC)-I), ZBETA('N'BR(ISC)- I,NBCOSC)-I)
where:
N'BR(ISC) is the number of rows of trajectories to be released in
impingement an'ay for the ISC _ section, NBC(ISC) is the number of
columns of trsjector/es to be released in impingement array for the
ISC_ section.
Figure 8. - Illustration of starting point and impaction point arrays.
The forth step involves calculating the trajectories for each of the release points generated
in the above step. Subroutine ARYTRJ (ref. 5) is used to calculate the individual trajectories. The
impact points corresponding to the release points are stored in arrays XBETA, YBETA, ZBETA
for use in the calculation of collection efficiency.
d. Calculation Of Collection Efficiency
The fourth and final step involves the calculation of collection efficiency at the section of
interest. Subroutine BETAC calculates the local collection efficiency in two different ways depend-
ing on the variable NPSEC. The first method (NPSEC = 4) uses a full 3D calculation for which a
matrix of impact trajectories (NBC x NBR) is required. This method is to be used for areas where
fully 3D flow is expected. The second method (NPSEC = 2) uses a 2D method in which a single
string of NBR impact trajectories is required. This 2D method saves considerable computational
time and is justifiable for cases where small spanwise variations in the flow field are expected
throughout the section of interest.
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The full 3D collection efficiency calculations are straightforward and are analogous to
those of the 2D problem. 3D collection efficiency is defined as the ratio of the particle flux at the
surface to the particle flux in the free stream. Or if we follow a group of particle trajectories to the
surface, then the 3D collection efficiency is the ratio of the surface area to free stream area mapped
out by the particles.
(Xc) = Ao/A m Eq. 1
If the flux tube consists of four adjacent trajectories in the release matrix (fig.9) then the collection
efficiency at the surface can be written where corrections for angle-of-attack and yaw have been
made.
(i,j) = (cos_P • cos0_. A o (i,j) ) / (A m (i,j) ) Eq. 2
where the collection efficiency is said to be located at the center of the impact region mapped out
by the four impacting particles. The angles W and a refer to the sideslip and pitch angle of the
geometry relative to the free stream flow vector (fig. 9).The areas A(i,j) and Am(i, j) are calculated
using subroutine AREAP which calculates the area of an arbitrary polygon by dividing it into tri-
angles and summing the areas of the individual triangles.
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(a) Side view.
Voo
m
(b) Top view.
Figure 9. - Pitch and sideslip corrections for 3D collection efficiency calculation.
Calculation of collection efficiency using the "pseudo 2D" methods is similar to the 2D
methods with several corrections. Corrections for angle-of-attack, yaw angle, sweep angle of sur-
face and deformation of the flux tube are necessary (fig. 10). The resulting collection efficiency
equation is then
I] (i) = (cosy- cosa. cosy. DS o ( i) ) / (D S m ( i) ) Eq. 3
where the collection efficiency is said to occur at the center of the impacting points of the two tra-
jectories. The distances DSo(i) and DSm(i) represent the distance between the upstream release
point and the impact points respectively for two adjacent trajectories (fig. 10).As for the 3D case
the angles a and W represent the pitch and sideslip angles, respectively. Angle v represents the rota-
tion angle of the droplet trajectory pair relative to the sweep of the leading edge of the airfoil.
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(c) Top view
Figure 10. - Corrections for pitch, sideslip, and rotation for "quasi 2D" collection ef-
ficiency calculation.
2. Printed Output
BETAC output is written to several files and includes summary information about the tra-
jectory calculation, trajectory coordinates, and several error messages.
Trajectory summary information includes various information about the CONFAC,
TANTRA, and ARYTRJ runs and is written to units JOBSUM and OUTPUT. The information
written to the files is self explanatory.
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Trajectory coordinates along with other pertinent trajectory parameters are written in binary
format to unit TEMP25. The information is output according the output time step TPRIN and is
in the following format (SR's CONFAC, TANTRA, and ARYTRJ)
IREC,(T(I),P 1(I),P3(I),P5 (I),P2(I),P4fI),P6fl),VX,VY, VZ,H,R,AC) I=I,IREC)
where:
IREC
T(I)
PI(1),P3(1),P5(I)
P2(1),P4(1),P6(1)
VX,VY, VZ
H
R
AC
Total number of cards output
Integration time at the Ith output step
X,Y, Z components of the particle velocity respectively
X,Y,Z components of the particle acceleration respectively
X,Y,Z components of the flow field velocity respectively
Integration step size at the Ith output step
Reynolds number at the Ith output step
Acceleration modulus at the Ith output step
Several error messages are written to units OUTPUT, JOBSUM. These messages along
with an explanation and a possible solution are as follows.
(a) Message: OUTPUT TRAJECTORIES FROM SUBROUTINE
CONFAC DOES NOT MATCH THE NUMBER
REQURIED. (SR BETAC)
Cause of error: Failure to find a trajectory that passes within a given
tolerance (TOL) for one of the target points at the
section of interest (XSEC, YSEC, ZSEC).
Action: Increase error tolerance (TOL), move section of in-
terests points farther from body (i.e. XSEC, YSEC,
ZSEC) or increase the trajectory count limit for the
CONFAC search 0LIM in data statement in SR
MAP)
(b) Message: OUTPUT TRAJECTORIES FROM SUBROUTINE
TANTRA DOES NOT MATCH THE NUMBER
REQURIED. (SR BETAC)
Cause of error: Failure to find a tangent trajectory for one of the im-
pingement limits at the section of interest (XTIP,
YTIP, ZTIP).
Action: Increase the tangent trajectory search step sizes
(DCOR,DFINE) or increase the trajectory count lim-
it for the TANTRA search (KTLIM in data statement
in SR TANTRA)
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F. Subroutine STREM3D
1. General Discussion
The module STREM3D determines the streamline at the station of interest. The module
uses a RUNGE-KUTTA integration scheme to calculate the 3D streamlines. Figure 11 shows a
schematic of the job stream for STREM3D. STREM3D also generates pressure coefficient and
velocity information at each of the streamlines points. This module is optional (IRUN= 1,5,7,9: and
ISTRF--0; NAMELIST TRAJ). If module BSTREM or LEWICE2D are to be executed then
streamline information is required and either STREM3D or STREM2D must be executed.
I
STREM3D
PANMIN
INSTRM
I I I I
Figure 11. - STREM3D segmentation tree structure.
Four steps are involved in determining the 3D streamline: determination of the local stag-
nation point, integration of the upper surface streamline, integration of the lower surface stream-
line, and projection of the upper and lower surface streamlines onto the body.
b. Search For Stagnation Zone
A marching procedure is used to determine the stagnation zone. This algorithm steps
towards the body with a step size of H. At each point a vertical scan of velocities is made. A dot
product is made from consecutive velocities along the scan line. When the dot product reaches a
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minimum alongthe scan line, the value is stored and compared to a criterion, VCRIT (currently
VCRIT =.5). If the value is less than the criterion, then the stagnation point has been found and the
current scan line points (XL, YL, ZL) and the points where the dot product reached a minimum
value are stored (ISUP, ISLO). The points ISUP and ISLO are the points in the scan line arrays
(XL, YL, ZL) where the upper and lower streamlines' integration will initiate, respectively. If the
criterion is not met at the current scan line then the procedure steps towards the body and repeats
the above process. If the algorithm marches to the leading edge without meeting the criterion,
VCRIT, then a warning message is printed and the stagnation points (ISUP, ISLO) are set to the
values where the minimum dot product occurs for the current scan line. The above procedure
essentially searches for the point near the leading edge where the velocity vector divergence (mea-
sured by the dot product of consecutive velocities along the scan line) is the greatest. This point
should be the stagnation zone and streamlines initiated above this point (ISUP) should follow the
upper surface, while streamlines initiated below this point should follow the lower surface.
b. Calculation Of Upper and Lower Streamlines
Once the stagnation point has been found, the upper and lower surface streamlines can be
determined. Off-body streamlines are used because velocity gradients on the panel edges make the
integration of on-body streamlines difficult. The streamlines are integrated using a Runge-Kutta
4th order integration scheme with variable step size from points located on the scan line stored in
the previous step (i.e. XL, YL, ZL). The upper streamline is integrated from the point ISUP in the
scan line array. If problems occur at any time during the integration (i.e the streamline penetrates
the body or the step size is too small) the streamline calculation will be restarted from the next point
in the scan line array (i.e. ISUP = ISUP + 1). The above process is repeated until a streamline is
integrated to X = XSTOP with no problems. If failure to integrate a "good" streamline occurs for
ISUP = NPTS (where NPTS is the number of points in the scan line array) then the program will
terminate. After the upper surface streamline has been found, the lower streamline search begins.
The lower streamline integration is initiated from the point ISLO in the scan line arrays. As for the
upper streamline, the lower streamline is integrated until either a X=XSTOP is reached or until a
problem arises. If a problem occurs then the streamline is restarted from the next point on the scan
line (i.e. ISLO = ISLO -1). If ISLO drops below 1 during a restart then the procedure will terminate.
c. Projection Of Streamlines Onto Surface
The last step is to project the streamlines onto the body. That is, the off-body integrated
streamlines are projected onto the body in a surface normal direction to produce a streamline which
has points lying on the panel edges. Projecting the streamline onto the body is done to allow easier
geometry modifications in later calculations
To project the streamline onto the body we must first find the portion of the body where the
streamline is located. This is done by searching for the panel which is closest to the centroid of the
current section of interest (XC, YC, ZC). The lifting strip that contains the panel is then used for
the on-body projection.
Once the local lifting strip has been found, we can construct the on-body points. There will
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beNSTREMpointsin theon-bodystreamlinewhichcorrespondto onemorethanthenumberof
panelsin thelifting strip.Eachpoint on theon-bodystreamlinewill lie uponapaneledgeconnect-
ing n-linesin thestrip.Henceif thereareNPTSpanelstherewill beNPTS+Ipointsin theN-lines
andhenceNPTS+ 1pointsin theon-bodystreamline.
Todeterminetheon-bodypointscorrespondingto eachpaneledgein thestrip,wefirstmust
calculateseveralparametersfor eachedgeline in thestrip: thesurfacenormalof thepaneledge
(XN, YN, ZN), a line containingthepaneledge(A, B), andaplanewith thenormalof thepanel
edgewhichcontainsthepaneledge(PLN).For thefirst andlastedgeline, thesurfacenormalis the
surfacenormalfor thefirst andlastpanelrespectively.For internaledges,the surfacenormalis
takenastheaverageof thetwo surfacenormalsfrom thepanelsthatform theedge.Theline con-
tainingthepaneledgeis formedfrom thecorrespondingpointsonthepaneledge.Theedgenormal
planeisdeterminedfrom thepaneledgesurfacenormalandfrom apanelcornerpointon thepanel
edgeline.
Wecannowcontsructtheon-bodypoints.Eachpoint on theupperandlower integrated
streamlinesis projectedontothepaneledgeplane(PLN)usingsubroutineTRNSF(thesepoints
arestoredin arraysXNEW,YNEW, ZNEW).Thealgorithmthensearchesfor thetwo closest
pointsin XNEW,YNEW,ZNEW to thelineformedby thepaneledge(A,B). A line is thenformed
fromthetwopoints(A2, B2)andtheintersectionbetweenthetwolines(A,B andA2, B2) is found.
Thispoint of intersection(PIN) is thentheon-bodypoint from thecurrentedgeline.This proce-
dureis repeatedfor eachof thepaneledgelinesin the lifting strip.
2. Printed Output
Output from STREM3D is written to several output files (JOBSUM, OUTPUT) and in-
eludes summary information about the streamline integration and several error messages. The sum-
mary information includes coordinates, surface distances (measured from stagnation zone where
positive surface distance denotes lower surface and negative surface distance denotes upper sur-
face), pressure coefficients, and surface normals for each point on the streamline. The following
error messages which can occur are explained with possible solutions.
Message: STOP IN SUBROUTINE STREAM, ISUP = XXX
or
STOP IN SUBROUTINE STREAM, ISLO = XXX
Cause of error: Failure to find an upper streamline or lower stream-
line along the line of points (XL, YL, ZL). During the
search iteration the release point for the streamline
(ISLO or ISUP) has reached the upper or lower
bound of the arrays XL, YL, ZL (i.e ISUP = 25 or
ISLO =1).
Action: Increase the distance between the body and the sec-
tion of interest (XSEC, YSEC, ZSEC)
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G. Subroutine STREM2D
1. General Discussion
The module STREM2D determines a 'pseudo' streamline at the station of interest. Figure
12 shows a schematic ofjob stream forSTREM2D. The 'pseudo'streamlineisdetermined as the
intersectionbetween the surfacegeometry and a plane inputby the user(PLNST(I), I=1,4;
NAMELIST TRAJ). This essentiallygeneratesa 2D cut along thesurface.This 2D streamlinecan
be used forgeneratingdata(e.g.pressurecocflicient,collectionefficiency,heattransfercocfficien0
forswept and unswept comparisons orforevaluatingthetraditionalquasi-3D icingcalculation(i.e.
calculatingswept 3D casesby using2D calculationsalong planesnormal totheleadingedge).This
module isoptionalORUN=1,5,7,9: and ISTRF=I: NAMELIST TRAJ). Ifmodule BSTREM or
LEWICE2D are to be executed then streamlineinformationisrequiredand eitherSTREM3D or
STREM2D must be executed.
Figure 12. - STREM2D segmentation tree structure.
The first step in determining the 2D streamline is to find the lifting strip associated with the
section of interest. As for the 3D streamline case, this strip is the one associated with the closest
panel to the section of interest.
The next step is to determine where the specified plane intersects the local lifting strip. The
points making up the 2D streamline are essentially the points where the panel edge lines (m-lines
in the strip) intersect the plane. There will be one point on the 2D streamline for every m-line in
the strip. This number of points in the 2D streamline then corresponds to the number of points in
the N-lines for the strip or to the number of panels plus one.
Each point on the 2D streamline is constructed from an m-line and the specified plane. The
panel edge lines (A, B) are constructed from the 2 comer points of the panel forming the edge line
(P1, P2). The intersection of the edge line and the plane is calculated in subroutine PINT. This point
then is the 2D streamline point. This procedure is repeated for every point in the N-line.
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2. Printed Output
STREM2D output consists of coordinates, surface distances (measured from stagnation
zone where positive surface distance denotes lower surface and negative surface distance denotes
upper surface), pressure coefficients, and surface normals along the streamline and is written to
units JOBSUM and OUTPUT.
H. Subroutine BSTREM
I. General Discussion
The module BSTREM interpolates the surface collection efficiencies generated by module
BETAC onto the streamline generated in STREM2D or STREM3D. Figure 13 provides a sche-
matic of the BSTREM algorithm. This module is optional (IRUN=5,7,9: NAMELIST TRAJ). If
LEWlCE2D is to be executed, then collection efficiencies along the streamlines are required and
BSTREM must be executed.
I'L I I O=L I I I
Figure 13. - BSTREM segmentation tree structure.
Subroutine BSTREM calculates the collection efficiency along the streamline from the sur-
face impingement data in two different ways depending on the value of NPSEC. If NPSEC = 4 then
an interpolation for the streamline points is made from the surface collection efficiency informa-
tion. If NPSEC= 2, then an extrapolation of the surface collection efficiency is made onto the
streamline points.
The first step in making the 3D interpolation (NPSEC - 4) is to determine the location of
the streamline points relative to the matrix of surface collection efficiency points. For each point in
the surface streamline, a search is made to determine in which collection efficiency cell the point
lies (fig. 14). If the point does not lie in any of the ceils, then the collection efficiency for that point
is set to zero. This means care must be taken in setting the width of our section of interest. The
spanwise width of the section of interest must cover the spanwise range of the streamline in its
entirety within the impingement local impingement limits.
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Figure 14. - Collection efficiency interpolation onto surface.
The interpolation procedure used when NPSEC = 4 is basically that described by Kim (ref.
8) in his 3D trajectory code paper. Given a point on the surface which lies amid the matrix of sur-
face collection efficiencies, we have the following interpolation scheme for the collection effi-
ciency at that poin.:
_(Xs) = _(xc(i+ 1,j+ 1)) • u.v+_J(xc(i,j+ 1)) • u. (l-v) +
_(x(i,j)). (l-u). (1-v)+_(x(i+l,j)). (1-u)-v
Eq. 4
where:
Eq. 5
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ThemethodemployedwhenNPSEC= 2 is anextrapolationtechniquebasedon the
assumptionthatthereis no spanwisevariationin collectionefficiency.Alternatively,themethod
assumesthatsurfacelinesrunningparallelto the leadingedgeare lines of constant collection effi-
ciency. For each point on the streamline, a test is made to determine which two iso-lines of collec-
tion efficiency the point lies between. If the point is outside of the impingement limits, then the two
iso-lines will be zero and the collection efficiency will be set to zero. To determine which iso-lines
the streamline point lies between, we first form a line parallel to the surface which goes through
the streamline point. This line (A, B) is formed from the slope of the local panel edge (ATRAN)
and from the point on the streamline (P1). We then loop through the collection efficiency surface
points searching for the two closest points to this line (P3, P4), and form a line between these two
points (A2,B2). The minimum distance between the lines and the points where this minimum
occurs for each of the lines is then calculated (PIN1, PIN2). If the point (PIN1) lies outside of the
endpoints of the line segment (A2, B2), then the point lies outside of the impingement limits and
its impingement efficiency is zero. If the point lies within the line segment, then a linear interpola-
tion of collection efficiency from the collection efficiencies at the segment endpoints is made. This
collection efficiency is then the collection efficiency for the streamline point.
2. Printed Output
BSTREM output consists of streamline coordinates, surface distances (measured from
stagnation zone where positive surface distance denotes lower surface and negative surface dis-
tance denotes upper surface), pressure coefficients, surface normals, trajectory tangents and collec-
tion efficiency information along the streamline and is written to units JOBSUM and OUTPUT.
I. Subroutine LEWICE2D
1. General Discussion
The module LEWlCE2D calculates the ice shape at the section of interest using the collec-
tion efficiency and pressure coefficient information generated above. The methodology of the ice
accretion is basically that of the 2D LEWICE calculation expanded to three dimensions.Figure 15
shows a breakdown of the job stream for LEWICE2D.The ice may be grown either in the surface
normal direction or in the trajectory tangent direction (see subroutine NEWPTS). If LEWICE2D
is to be executed, then collection efficiency and pressure coefficient information is needed along
the streamline and hence BETAC, STREM2D or STREM3D, and BSTREM must be executed.
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Figure 15. - LEWICE2D segmentation tree structure.
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The ice accretion process consists of the deposition of super-cooled water droplets on an
aerodynamic surface and the associated mass and energy exchange processes which result in the
growth of ice on that surface. That process was first modeled by Tribus (ref. 9) and later devel-
oped into the model currently used in LEWICE, by Messinger (ref. 10). The Messinger model is
also used in this code and is applied along streamlines, as calculated by the potential flow portion
of the code. This chapter describes the Messinger model, the application of that model along
streamlines, and the input and output files used by these subroutines.
a. Modeling The Ice Growth Process
The Messinger model of ice growth is based on the premise that all water impinging on
the surface of interest exchanges energy with the surface and surrounding environment, resulting
in freezing of some fraction of the incoming water and the remaining water running back along
the surface. This model of ice growth on a surface exposed to an icing cloud is depicted in figure
16, showing the relevant mass and energy exchange processes.
Impinging water
droplets
O o)o o\
',, ,,,
Convection;
Evaporation
Ice layer,phase change
surface
/,
Unfrozen water from upstream
Figure 16. - Ice growth on a surface
Unfrozen
water
The ice growth is modeled by dividing the surface into control volumes, along streamlines
determined from the potential flow analysis, and performing a mass and energy balance on each
control volume. The control volume extends from the ice-water interface out to beyond the
boundary layer. Evaluation of the control volumes is started at the stagnation point and marches
along the upper and lower surfaces to the trailing edge. The mass and energy balances at each sta-
tion are considered quasi-steady processes. The ice growth is thus modeled as a series of steady-
state processes with the duration of each step and the number of steps determined by the user.
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Themassbalance, depicted in figure 17, is described by the following equation
• - - " = rh i Eq. 6rh c + mri" the mro, t
where rhc is mass flow rate of incoming water, rhr," is the mass flow rate of runback water from
the previous control volume, ni e is the mass flow rate of evaporated water, rhr,,, is the mass flow
rate of water running back to the next control volume, and rh i is the mass flow rate of water leav-
ing the control volume due to freeze-out.
me
Figure 17. - Mass balance control volume
In this mass balance, the incoming water, incoming runback water, and evaporated water flow rate
are previously calculated quantities. The amount of water changing phase to ice is determined
from the energy balance and any remaining water is considered to move into the next control vol-
ume. The value of rhr_" is set to zero at the stagnation point, as this is the start of the marching pro-
cess for both the upper and lower surfaces.
The energy balance is handled in a similar manner and is depicted in figure 18.
ril eiv, sur qc As
• o
t°,o j.ei,°lo°**.ii°M_
".. uw"Iw
riliii, sur qkzxS
Figure 18. - Energy balance control volume
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Theequationdescribingthecontrolvolumeenergybalanceis
mctw, T + mri,,tw, sur (i - 1)
• • • • • •
(me'v, sur + mro.ttw, sur + miti, sur + qc As + qk As)
Eq. 7
where iw, T is the stagnation enthalpy of the incoming water droplets, iw, sur (i- 1) is the enthalpy
of the water flowing into the control volume from upstream, iv, sur is the enthalpy of the vapor
leaving the control volume due to evaporation, iw, sur is the enthalpy of the water running back to
the next control volume, ii, sur is the enthalpy of the ice leaving the control volume, qc is the heat
transfer due to convection, and qk is the heat transfer due to conduction.
The incoming energy due to water droplet impingement and runback are calculated from
known information. The energy leaving the control volume due to evaporation and convection
can be calculated independently. The heat transfer due to conduction is not considered in this
analysis, as the ice layer is considered to act as an insulating surface. This leaves the energy loss
due to freeze-out and the energy leaving the control volume due to runback as unknowns. In par-
ticular, the mass flow rates for these two terms are unknown, as was the case for the mass balance.
This leaves two equations and two unknowns and the system can be solved. The details of the
evaluation of each of the terms in the energy equation can be found in appendix A of the LEWICE
Users Manual (ref. 7). A useful concept for evaluation of the nature of the ice accretion being cal-
culated is the freezing fraction. This is the fraction of the total water coming into the control vol-
ume that changes phase to ice. The equation defining freezing fraction is
rh i
f- Eq. 8
rh c + rhr_,
This term can also be used to simplify the evaluation of the energy balance.
The convection heat transfer term plays an important role in the LEWlCE3D energy bal-
ance. It is through this term that the aerodynamics and the roughness levels can influence the de-
velopment of the ice accretion. Currently, the convection heat transfer is determined from an
evaluation of the boundary layer growth on the surface, using an integral boundary layer method.
The pressure distribution determined by the potential flow code is used as input to the boundary
layer calculation. The boundary layer calculation determines the displacement thickness and the
momentum thickness. The Reynold's analogy is used to determine the heat transfer coefficient.
Roughness is accounted for by a correlation developed by Ruff. (ref. 7) The complete description
of the integral boundary layer calculation is found in appendix B of the LEWICE Users Manual
(ref. 7).
Expanding the terms in the energy equation as described in the LEWICE manual and com-
bining Eqs.7 and 8 yields the following form of the energy equation
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rhcfCpw's(Ts-273"15) +_**1
+ rhrinlCp,,,s,,,<i_l)(Tsur(i-1) - 273.15) 3 + qkAS
= me[Cpw.,.(Tsur-273.15) +L v]
+ [ (1 -f) (rh c +rhr,n) -rhe]Cpw.,.(Tsu r- 273.15)
+ f (mc- rhr,.) [cp_s.,(Tsur- 273.15) - Lf]
+ hc Tsur- Te 2cp, As
Eq. 9
b. Ice Growth Along Streamlines
The application of this ice growth model in two dimensions is straightforward in the sense
that the flow direction of runback water is unambiguous. In three dimensions, the flow direction
of water out of a control volume is not so easily determined. The most rigorous approach would
be to solve the air-water flow interaction problem, including the possibility of flow over large
roughness dements. In this case, considerable computational effort would be required beyond the
already significant effort of calculating the flow field, droplet trajectories, and ice growth. As
such, some degree of approximation is appropriate in order to develop a tool which can be useful
and not require more computational effort than necessary.
One alternative is to calculate the boundary layer development over the entire three di-
mensional surface. This approach requires significant computational expenditure. The approach
taken for this code is to apply a two dimensional strip analysis along streamlines calculated by the
three-dimensional panel code. There are differences in streamline direction between those deter-
mined from a boundary layer analysis and those from the panel code. The differences in ice shape
development caused by use of the panel code results are most likely smaller than the accuracy lev-
el of the ice growth prediction method, given the geometric resolution limits established by the
surface grid.
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Thus, the integral boundary layer calculation is started at the stagnation line, as deter-
mined from the panel code results. Then the streamline is divided up into control volumes by us-
ing the intersection of the streamline with the fore and aft panel edges as the boundaries of the
control volume and a unit length in the spanwise direction as the other dimension of the control
volume. Then the _ value at the midpoint of the streamline segment is used as the 13for the control
volume. This use of the streamline 13value brings in the spanwise influence on the particle trajec-
tory, whereas a simple cut perpendicular to the leading edge would result in a somewhat different
I_distribution for the ice growth calculation. A representative streamline used for an ice growth
calculation on a swept wing model is shown in figure 19.
Grid
Lines
Streamline
Figure 19. - Streamline on swept wing surface.
The control volumes thus correspond to a series of trapezoidal elements stacked side-by-
side from the leading edge to the trailing edge on both the upper and lower surfaces. Figure 20 il-
lustrates a series of control volumes for an arbitrary surface, including the streamline path through
the center of each volume.
The 13value for the element is taken as the 13value at the midpoint of the streamline seg-
ment. The surface area of the bottom face of the control volume is that of a trapezoid (i.e. equal to
the panel length times the panel width) and thus is equivalent to the corresponding panel area.
This value is then used to determine the height of the ice accretion, using rh i and the density of ice
to determine the ice volume, resulting in the following equation for the height of ice deposited.
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1hiAt Eq. lO
dic e = P_Asu r
The thickness is then considered to be uniform over the entire panel for determination of the new
geometry. The new coordinates for the panel are obtained from the relation,
Xi = Xi + dicefC i Eq. 11
where x i is the coordinate of the center of the panel in the i-direction and_ i is the i-component of
the unit normal vector for the panel.
Streamline
Control
Volumes
Location of [3
value evaluation
Aircraft
Surface
Figure 20. - Control volumes for mass and energy balance.
As the ice thickness increases, there is the possibility that the ice segments will intersect and thus
this must be accounted for in the determination of the new geometry. Since this is a strip analysis,
the ice thickness does not vary along the span at a given chordwise location. Therefore, the possi-
bility of ice growth intersection is limited to the normal and chordwise directions. In that case, the
line segments corresponding to the top of every other panel axe examined for intersection. If the
intersection is determined to occur, then a new panel is formed with its center halfway between
the two old panels. This requires determination of the coordinates of the new panel and renumber-
ing of the panels. This information is then used in subsequent potential flow calculations.
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2. Printed Output
Output from LEWICE2D consists of iced streamline coordinates, surface distances, surface
normals, trajectory tangents, edge velocities, collection efficiencies ice thickness, heat transfer
coefficient, and static pressure and is written to units OUTPUT, JOBSUM.
J. Subroutine BODMOD
1. General Discussion
The module BODMOD generates the new geometry file (NGEOM) for the iced geometry
using the ice accretion at each station of interest (generated in LEWICE2D) and the old geometry
file (OGEOM). Figure 21 shows a schematic of the job stream for BODMOD.The module reads
the old geometry file N-line by N-line and if no ice accretion is requested for the section (IMO-
D(ISEC)=0) it is written to the new geometry file (NGEOM). If an ice accretion has been calcu-
lated for the section (IMOD(ISEC)=ICEC), then the entire section is modified to reflect the ice
shape calculated for the two closest streamlines and is written into the new geometry file. In
essence, the old geometry file (OGEOM) is transferred to the new geometry file (NGEOM) and it
is overlaid only at sections where ice shapes have been calculated.
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Figure 21. - BODMOD segmentation tree structure.
Subroutine BODMOD controls the modification of each N-line and is comprised of two
steps. First it takes the ice thickness distribution from each of the iced streamlines and extrapolates
or interpolates that distribution upon each N-line and second, it calculates the new N-line using the
ice thickness distribution and either the surface normals or trajectory tangents. The algorithm uses
a cubic interpolation of ice thickness as a function of surface distance in the flow direction and a
linear interpolation of ice thickness as a function of spanwisc position in the spanwise direction.
Once the ice thickness distribution has been determined for each point on the N-line, the new N-
line is generated by adding the interpolated ice thickness at each point to the old N-line in either
the surface normal or the trajectory tangent direction as described in the LEWICE2D section.
The first step in generating the new N-line is to determine the closest iced streamlines to
the N-line. If only one iced streamline was calculated then the N-line receives the ice thickness dis-
tribution calculated for that streamline (DICES(I, 1) vs. S ST(I, 1), I=1 to NPTS). If multiple iced
streamlines were calculated, then the two closest streamlines to the N-line will be found. This is
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doneby finding thetwo closestsectionsof interestto theN-line andusingtheiced streamlines
associatedwith thesesections.Thetwo closeststreamlinesaxedenotedhy IST1, IST2andtheice
thicknessdistributionandsurfacedistanceassociatedwith eachof thestreamlinesarestoredin the
arrays(DICE(I,IST1),SST(I,IST1),I = 1to NPTS1,DICES(I,IST2),SST(I,IST2),I=1, NPTS2),
whereNPTS 1, NPTS2 are the number of points in each of the iced streamlines, respectively. In
addition to the above parameters the parametric distance of the N-line along the line connecting the
two closest sections of interest is calculated (TL). This distance is used in the linear spanwise inter-
polation or extrapolation done later.
The second step is to normalize all of the streamline surface distance arrays to the surface
distance arrays for the current N-line. This is done to avoid problems in the cubic spline interpola-
tion which follows.
The third step involves interpolating the ice thickness distribution from each of the iced
streamlines onto the N-line surface distance distribution. The interpolation is done using a cubic
spline fit of the ice thickness vs. surface distance array.
The fourth step is to determine the ice distribution at the current N-line from the associated
iced streamlines. If only one streamline is calculated then the N-Line will receive the ice thickness
distribution from that streamline. If more than one streamline is calculated then a spanwise linear
interpolation will be made from the two closest ice streamlines (ISTR1, ISTR2). This linear inter-
polation can be written
DICE (I) = (DICES (IST2, I) - DICES (IST1, I) ) • TL + DICES (IST1, I) Eq. 12
where TL is the parameteric distance of the N-line along the line connecting the two closest sec-
tions of interest (ISTR1, ISTR2), and DICE is the ice thickness distribution for the current N-line.
The fifth and final step is to generate the new N-line. This is done by adding the ice to the
old geometry in either the surface normal or trajectory tangent direction. This is the same procedure
used to generate the iced streamlines, and is discussed in the LEWICE2D section.
2. Printed Output
Output for BODMOD is written to unit NGEOM and contains the new iced geometry in
DUGLIFT format. For an explanation of the information in the NGEOM file see table I.
K. Summary Of Subroutines
The following tables describe the subroutines used to do the flow, trajectory, streamline,
impingement efficiency, impingement efficiency interpolation, ice accretion, and geometry modi-
fication.
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TABLE I. - FLOW FIELD CALCULATION SUBROUTINES
_C,aJ]td.h 
AIJMX SIGMAL
BVORTX CONTRL
CKARRY CONTRL
COLSOL SIGMAL
CONTRL DUGLFT
DATPRS INPUTL
DKEKFK PISWlS
FAR3 FLOVEL
FARNL FLOVEL
FKI3'I'FA BVORTX
FLOVE2
FLOVEL
HEADER
TRAJEC
CONFAC
ARYTRJ
FLOPNT
TRAJEC
CONFAC
ARYTRJ
FLOPNT
CONTRL
IN LrI_
Description
Computes the matrix, Aij, of dot products of source induced
velocities with normal vectors on the on-body elements.
Calls PKUTTA or FKUqTA to calculate vortex strength per unit
path length around the k th lifting strip, B (k), for all lifting strips.
Cross checks storage array capacities.
Solves linear equation matrices for element source densities.
Controls flow of the modified Hess code which processes body
surface data for use by the flow and trajectory codes.
Translates, scales, and rotates about the y-axis surface descrip-
tion data immediately after input.
Calculates D k, E k and Fkfor use in calculating piecewise linear
spanwise variation of B _).
Vectorized subroutine which calculates the induced velocity
from a lifting panel in the far field.
Vectorized subroutine which calculates the induced velocity
from a non-lifting panel in the far field..
Computes vortex strength, B (k), for each lifting strip by the flow
tangency method.
Returns flow velocity for a given point in space.
Returns flow velocity for a given point in space (vectorized ver-
sion).
Writes a printout header.
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_.8ulmal/iar,_
INPUTL
LIFI"
MIS 1
NEAR
NEAR5
NEARF
NOLIFT
LIFT
VIJMX
PNTVIJ
DKEKFK
UNIFLO
SIGMAL
AIJMX
NIKMX
VELOCY
PRINTL
CONTRL
INPUTL
PKU'ITA
FKU'ITA
VFMLFT
FLOVEL
VFLIFT
TABLE I. - Continued.
Description
Inputs surface quadrilateral comer coordinates and controls
computation of the geometric properties of lifting quadrilateral
elements. Also prints the first major DUGLFT output.
Computes geometric properties of lifting quadrilateral elements.
Linear equation solver. Used in calculation of vortex strengths,
B (k), of lifting strips.
Computes source and vortex induced velocities from an element
in a lifting strip using the near-field equations.
Vectorized subroutine which calculates the induced velocity
from a lifting panel in the near field.
Computes source and vortex induced velocities from an element
in a lifting strip using the near-field equations.
NEARNL
NIKMX
NOLIFT
FLOVEL
SIGMAL
INPUTL
Vectorized subroutine which calculates the induced velocity
from a non-lifting panel in the near field.
Computes the right hand sides of the Aij matrix, Ni (k) and Ni (**),
which are the dot products of the onset flows with the unit nor-
mal vectors to the on-body elements.
Calculates geometric quantities for quadrilateral elements in a
nonlifting section.
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PATPRS
PEADER
PISWlS
PKUTrA
PNTVIJ
PRINTL
PSONST
READ1
READ3
SETFLO
PINPUT
VMATRX
BVORTX
VMATRX
VELOCY
PISWIS
SIGMAL
COLSOL
PKUTrA
FKUTI'A
SUMSIG
VELOCY
PNTVIJ
STEPFN
PISWIS
PSONST
UNIFLO
AIJMX
NIKMX
FLOPNT
ARYTRJ
CONFAC
TAN'IRA
TABLE L - Continued.
Descrintion
Translates, scales, and rotates about the y-axis surface descrip-
tion data immediately after input.
Writes a printout header.
Calculates'_ik(0) _ (1)and Vik according to equation (11.2) of ref-
erence2, and calls DKEDKFK and PSONST to calculate vortex
induced onset flows. Used only for piecewise linear spanwise
variation of vortex strength.
Computes vortex strength, B (k), for each lifting strip by the pres-
sure equality method.
If so requested (for debugging purposes only), prints all source
induced velocities,"_Tij, and all vortex induced velocities,'_ij (F)
and _ij (S) .
Prints the final output of the DUGLFT computations.
Computes vortex induced onset flows when the piecewise-hnear
method of spanwise variation of vortex strength is used.
Reads in one singly subscripted array from a peripheral storage
unit.
Reads three subscripted arrays from a peripheral storage unit.
Reads DUGLFT output data stored on unitl8 that is required by
SR FLOVEL for velocity calculations. If flow velocities are cal-
culated by other than the Hess method, this code must be
replaced with a dummy call.
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SIGMAL
S_P_
STOR18
SUMSIG
UNIFLO
VELOCY
VFLIF3
VFLIFT
VFMLFT
VFMNLF
VFNLFT
VIJMX
VMATRX
.....Callr.a.lu 
CONTRL
VMATRX
CKARRY
CONTRL
VMATRX
CONTRL
FLOVEL
FLOVE2
VIYMX
VIJMX
FLOVE2
VMATRX
CONTRL
TABLE I. - Continued.
Description
Controls calculation of the element source densities, Gj(k) and
Computes vortex induced onset flows when the step function
method of spanwise variation of vortex strength is used.
Store control and quadrilateral geometrical property data on
storage unit 18 for use by the flow and trajectory codes.
Computes the combined element source strengths, GO).
Stores uniform onset flow velocities for use in calculating ele-
ment source densities.
Computes the final velocity at the centroid of each element, and
controls the final printout of the DUGLFT calculation.
Vectorized subroutine which calculates the induced velocity
from a wake panel.
Controls computation of velocities induced at a point in space by
elements of unit source density and unit vortex strength in a lift-
ing section.
Controls computation of velocities induced at all control points
by elements of unit source density and unit vortex strength in a
lifting section.
Computes velocities induced at all control points by elements of
unit source density in a nonlifting section.
Computes velocities induced at a point in space by elements of
unit source density in a nonlifting section.
Controls computation of source induced velocities, Vii, and vor-
tex induced velocities, Vij (F) and _ij (s), at the centroids of all ele-
ments.
Subexecutive code for computation of induced and onset flow.
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TABLE IL - STREAMLINE CALCULATION SUBROU_TINES
CLINE
Descriotion
Produces a set of equi-spaced points between the two endpoints
of a line segment.
CROSP STAGF Determines the cross product of two vectors.
DISLN INSTRM Computes the minimum distance between two lines and the
points on each of the lines where this minimum occurs.
DSTPLN INSTRM
AREAP
Calculates the minimum distance between a point and a line and
the point along the line where this minimum occurs.
FI.Z)VEL INSTRM
STAGF
STINT
STREM2D
STREM3D
STRMLN
Vectorized velocity subroutine. Returns a velocity at a given
point. Description of dependent subroutines given in TableI.
H£)VE2 INSTRM
STAGF
STINT
STREM2D
STREM3D
STRMLN
Returns a velocity at a given point. Description of dependent
subroutines given in Table I.
INSTRM STREM3D Projects off-body integrated streamline points to on-body
streamline points.
PANMIN STREM2D
STREM3D
Determines the closest panel to a given point.
PLIN INSTRM
STREM2D
AREAP
Given three points, determines the parametric equation of a line
parallel to two of the points and which passes through a third
point.
STAGF
STINT
STREM3D
STRMLN
Determines the off body stagnation point at a section of interest.
4th order Runge-Kutta integration scheme for calculating
streamlines.
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_;ubroutine
STREM2D
STREM3D
STRMLN
TRANSF
Called bv
MAIN
MAIN
STREM3D
INSTRM
STREM2D
TABLE II. - Concluded.
Descrivtion
Calculates a 2D streamline based on the intersection of a given
plane and the geometry.
Controls the calculation of the 3D integrated on-body stream-
lines.
Integrates a 3d streamline from a given point.
Projects a set of points onto a given plane along a specified direc-
tion.
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ARY'IRJ
AREAP
BETAC
CDRR
CLINE
CONFAC
TABLE III. - COLLECTION EFFICIENCY CALCULATION SUBROUTINES
Called bv Descriotion
BETAC Determines surface area correction due to sweep of surface for
the "quasi" 2D impingement efficiency calculation.
BETAC Calculates trajectories for a given set of release points.
BETAC Calculates the area of an N-sided polygon.
LEWICE3D Controls the calculation of surface impingement efficiency at a
section of interest.
PRFUN Given Reynolds number, returns Davies number for a sphere.
PARTCL Used for water drops for which Reynolds number is less than
equal to 81.23.
BETAC Produces a set of equi-spaced points along a line between two
given points.
BETAC Determines the release point for a trajectory which passes within
a specified tolerance of a target point at the section of interest.
DVDQ
FALWAT
IMPACT
IMPLIM
MAP
MATINV
PARTCL
TRAJEC
PARTCL
TRAJEC
BETAC
CONFAC
MAP
BETAC
Integrates particle equations of motion for each time step.
Returns still-air, terminal settling speed for a water drop. Uses
equation of Beard.
Used in runs under control of CONFAC to adjust trajectory ini-
tial y, z coordinates to avoid impact on the body on the next tra-
jectory after impaction has occurred. This is a problem-specific
subroutine that must be programmed by the user.
Determines tangent trajectories at the section of interest.
Controls the iterative calculation of trajectories to a specified tar-
get point.
Linear equation solver.
Reads particle specification data and returns still-air, terminal
particle settling speed and other particle data as required for the
particular type of particle. This is a particle type-specific code.
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TABLE IH. - Continued.
_Suhr_emh 
POLYGO
PRFUN
STRPNT
TRAJEC
TRANSF
WCDRR
BETINT
BSTREM
DISLN
Called by
CONFAC
TRAJEC
TANTRA
ARYTRJ
IMPLIM
MAP
PRFUN
MAP
PRFUN
PARTCL
BSTREM
LEWICE3D
BSTREM
Descrivtion
The version provided here is for water drops.
Calculates area of plane polygon of N vertices. Provides cross-
sectional areas of particle flux tubes which are used to compute
concentration factors, concentration ratios and collection effi-
ciencies.
Given the particle Reynolds number, returns the factor which
when multiplied by-_p -'Va yields the first term on the right side
of eq. (1). This is a particle type-specific function. The version
provided here is for water drops.
Specifies a curve in three-dimensional space on which lie the ini-
tial points of all trajectories used in computing a tangent trajec-
tory to the body. Also specifies coarse and fine step sizes to be
used in traversing the curve in search of the tangent trajectory,
and it steps along the curve to define new initial trajectory points
under control of TANTRA. The version supplied here uses
straight line curves.
Computes particle trajectories.
Transforms coordinate system for the "flow system" to the "flux
tube system", or reverse.
Given Reynolds number, returns Davies number for a water
drop. Used for cases where the Reynolds number is greater than
81.32.
Determines which surface collection efficiency cell the stream-
line point lies in if any and the weighting factors for the interpo-
lation.
Controls the interpolation of surface collection efficiency onto
the streamline.
Determines the minimum distance between a point and a line
and the point on the line where this minimum occurs.
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TABLE m. -Concluded.
BSTREM
p_criDtion
Given three points determines the parametric equation of a line
parallel to two of the points and which passes through the third
point.
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Subroutine
BDYLR
COMPF
COMPS
COMPT
CONST
CPW
DSTPLN
EBAL
ICECAL
INTRST
LEWICE2D
NWFOIL
NWPTS
TABLE IV. - ICE ACCRETION CALCULATION SUBROUTINES
Called b v
ICECAL
Description
Determines heat transfer coefficients and transition points for
streamline.
EBAL Solves the energy equation for the freezing fraction.
LEWICE2D
SEGSEC
Calculates surface distance for streamline.
EBAL Solves the energy equation for the ice surface temperature given
a value of freezing fraction.
LEWICE2D Sets constants in/ICECOM/for ice accretion calculation.
COMPF
COMPT
Calculates specific heat of water for a given temperature.
BDYLR
COMPS
ICECAL
NWFOIL
NWPTS
Determines the minimum distance between a point and a line
and where this point on the line occurs.
ICECAL Controls the mass and energy balance for each of the segments
on the streamline.
LEWICE2D Controlling routine for ice distribution thickness and new airfoil
point calculations at each step.
SEGSEC Determines if two line segments in a line intersect and if so, at
which point this intersection occurs.
LEWICE3D Controls the ice accretion calculation for a streamline.
ICECAL Computes the new x, y, z coordinates for the iced airfoil in the
surface normal or trajectory tangent direction.
LEWICE2D Tests the iced streamline point distribution for refinement. If seg-
ments have become too large during a time step, they are subdi-
vided into two segments of equal size.
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PLIN
PLNFRM
PLNNRM
PVI
PVW
RHOICE
SEGSEC
TRANSF
VEDGE
SEGSEC
NWFOIL
COMPT
COMPF
COMPT
ICECAL
ICECAL
NWFOIL
SEGSEC
LEWlCE2D
TABLE IV - Concluded.
Description
Given three points determines the parametric equation for a line
parallel to two of the points and which passes through a third
point.
Produces a plane given three points.
Calculates cross product of two vectors.
Calculates the vapor pressure over ice for a given temperature.
Calculates vapor pressure over water for a given temperature.
Calculates local ice density using Macklin correlation (ref. 7).
Removes segments that intersect due to ice growth.
Projects a set of points onto a given plane along a specified direc-
tion.
Determines edge velocity, static temperature, and pressure along
a streamline.
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TABLE V. - GEOMETRY MODIFICATION CALCULATION SUBROUTINES
Subroutine Called bv Description
BODMOD LEWICE3D Controls the geometry modification at each ice step.
CSPLINE NLNMOD Cubic spline interpolation routine.
DSTPLN ISCFND Determines the minimum distance between a point and a line
and where this point occurs on the line.
GEOMOD BODMOD Controls the modification of each N-line on a lifting section and
its subsequent loading into the new geometry file.
ISCFND NLNMOD Finds the two closest iced streamlines to a given streamline and
its relative position between them.
NLNDAT NLNMOD Determines the surface normals for each point on a given N-line.
NLNMOD GEOMOD Controls the calculation of the ice thickness distribution and
geometry modification for each N-line.
NORM NLNMOD Normalizes an array of surface distances to a given surface dis-
tance.
NWFOI2 NLNMOD Calculates the new points on the N-line given the old N-line
points, ice thickness distribution and either the surface normals
or the trajectory tangents.
PANMIN BODMOD Determines the number of the panel closest to a given point.
PLIN ISCFND
NLNDAT
Given three points, determines the parametric equation of a line
which is parallel to two of the points and which passes through
the third.
PLNFRM GEOMOD
NLNMOD
Forms a plane given three points on the plane.
SURFD NLNMOD Determines the surface distance distribution from a set of points.
SWITC 1 NLNMOD Transfers points from a two-dimensional array into a one-dimen-
sional army.
SWITC2 NLNMOD Transfers points from a three-dimensional array into a one-
dimensional array.
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TABLE V. - Concluded.
Subroutine Called bv De_¢Hption
TRANSF GEOMOD
NLNMOD
Projects a set of points onto a given plane along a specified direc-
lion.
TRIB CSPLINE Solves for coefficients in a cubic spline curve fit.
WEIGT NLNMOD Determines the ice distribution at an N-line from weighted val-
ues of the two closest iced streamlines.
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IIl. INPUT FILES
Two basic input files are required to run the code and a third is optional if the restart capa-
bility of the code is used (IRES=l). A geometry file (unit OGEOM) is required for the flow field
generation. The job control file (unit INPUT) is required and contains flags and inputs for the tra-
jectory, and ice accretion calculations. The third file, which is optional, is a restart file (unit
RESTRT) which allows the user to continue from the point where the last run was terminated. This
file is useful for long runs where it might be more advantageous to split the job into smaller runs.
A brief description of the flow field input file is contained in Hillyer Norment's trajectory code
manual (ref. 5) while a more detailed description is available in the Duglift users manual (ref. 4).
The run parameter file (unit INPUT) contains basically three namelists which control the
trajectory and ice accretion calculations. A description of each of the variables and namelists is
given in table VI.
The DUGLIFT flow field input file (unit NGEOM) contains geometry information in DUG-
LIFT format. Table VII, which was taken from reference 5, gives a brief description of the input
format of the variables.
In addition to the flow field and job control input files there is an optional restart file. This
file allows a job to be restarted from its previous termination point. To restart a job the restart flag
must be set (IRES=l) and the previous restart file must be provided on unit REST. This file contains
coUection efficiency and ice accretion information at each time step and section of interest. The
restart file is read in subroutine REST. For information about the type and format of the data see
subroutine REST.
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TABLE VI. - LEW'ICE3D STANDARD INPUT FILE DESCRIPTION.
NAMELIST
IMPING
Variables and Format
IRUN, IFLOW, ICE,
ISTRF, ICEC, IRES,
NPSEC, NBR, NBC,
XSEC, YSEC, ZSEC,
XSCI, YSCI, ZSCI,
XTIP, YTIP, ZTIP,
DSHIb'T, SHFTF,
PLNST (NAMELIST
FORMAT)
Descriotion
IRUN Flag controlling trajectory and streamline
calculations.
=1 Only streamline calculation will be carried
out. Must input XSEC, YSEC,ZSEC. (Sub-
routines STREM2D or STREM3D will be
called depending on flag ISTRF).
=2 CONFAC run will be carried out to deter-
mine trajectories that pass XSEC,YSEC,-
ZSEC, (subroutine CONFAC).
=3 Tangent trajectories will be determined.
Must input XSCI,YSCI,ZSCI. (subroutine
TANTRA).
--4 An array of particles will be released and col-
lection efficiencies will be calculated. Must
input XTIP, YTIP, ZTIP. (subroutine
ARYTRJ).
=5 All of the above will be calculated. Must
input XSEC,YSEC,ZSEC.
=6 CONFAC run will be carded out, followed
by a tangent trajectory, and a collection effi-
ciency run.
=7 Streamline calculation will be carded out fol-
lowed by a tangent trajectory, and a collection
efficiency run. Must input XSEC,YSEC,
ZSEC.
=8 Tangent trajectory calculation will be fol-
lowed by a collection efficiency run. Must
input XSCI, YSCI, ZSCI.Collection effi-
ciency run will be carried out and will be fol-
lowed by tangent trajectory run. Must input
XSEC, YSEC, ZSEC.
IFLOW
=0
=1
ICE
Flow field control flag.
Flow solver will not be run. Must provide
geometry on OGEOM.
Flow solver will be run. Must provide geom-
etry on unit OGEOM.
Ice accretion calculation control variable.
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TABLE Vl. - Continued.
Variables and Format Descrintion
--0 Lewice2D ice accretion calculation will not
be run.
=1 Lewice2D ice accretion calculation will be
run. Must provide accretion calculation vari-
ables. (NAMELIST ICEIN)
ISTRF Streamline calculation control variable.
=0 A 3D streamline will be integrated along the
surface at the section of interest. Must input
XSEC, YSEC, ZSEC.
=1 A 2D cut will be generated along the surface.
The 2D slice will be the intersection between
the surface and the plane input by the user
(PLNST(ICEC,4)) where the plane is:
PLNST(ICEC, 1)*X + PLNST(ICEC,2)*Y +
PLNST(ICEC,3)*Z + PLNST(ICEC,4) = 0
The user must input PLNST, and XSEC,
YSEC, and ZSEC.
ICEC The number of sections for which the above
trajectory or ice accretion calculations will be
made.
IRES Restart flag.
=13 No restart will be made and job will run from
the beginning.
=1 Job will continue from last point of execu-
tion. Must link restart file (unit 26)
NPSEC Variable controlling the type of region at the
section of interest.
--2 The region at the section of interest is a line
and hence only two points axe needed to
describe it (i.e. XSEC(ICEC, 1), YSEC(I-
CEC, 1), ZSEC(ICEC, 1) and X SEC(ICEC,2),
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TABLE VL - Continued.
ISAMFa,IST Variables and Format Descrintion
--4
YSEC(ICEC,2), ZSEC(ICEC,2) fully
describe the region at the surface). This type
of calculation is justified for regions where no
spanwise variation in the flow field or collec-
tion efficiency is expected. A single row of
trajectories will be released along the section
line and a 2D beta calculation will be used for
determining collection efficiency. Flow field
data are linearly extrapolated onto the stream-
line assuming no spanwise variation.
The region at the section of interest is a rect-
angle and hence four points are needed to
describe the region of interest (i.e. XSEC(I-
CEC, 1), YSEC(ICEC, 1), ZSEC(ICEC, 1) and
XSEC(ICEC,2), YSEC(ICEC,2), ZSEC(I-
CEC,2), XSEC(ICEC,3), YSEC(ICEC,3),
ZSEC(ICEC,3) and XSEC(ICEC,4),
YSEC(ICEC,4), ZSEC(ICEC,4) describe the
four corners of the rectangle at the section of
interest. This type of calculation is for regions
where the flow is expected to be fully 3D. A
matrix of trajectories will be released into the
rectangle of interest to generate a distribution
ofcoUection efficiencies on the surface. A 3D
collection efficiency is made. The collection
efficiency and flow field data are interpolated
onto the streamline using linear interpolation.
NBR The number of rows of trajectories to be
released at each section of interest
NBR(ICEC). Typical value is 20.
NBC The number of columns of trajectories to be
released at each section of interest NBC(I-
CEC). For the 2D Approximation (i.e.
NPSEC(ICEC)=I) NBC will be set to one
and only a line of NBR(ICEC) trajectories
will be released at the section of interest.
XSEC,
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TABLE VI. - Continued.
Variables and Format Description
YSEC,
ZSEC Arrays describing the region of interest.
Depending on NPSEC(I), I=1, ICEC either a
line is desired (NPSEC=2) and two points
along this line must be entered, or a rectangle
is desired (NPSEC--4) and the four comer
points of the rectangle of interest must be
entered. The points must be off-body points.
These arrays are needed to run the streamline
and CONFAC calculations.
XSCI,
YSCI,
ZSCI
XTn_
YTIP,
ZTIP
DSHIFr
Arrays either generated by subroutine CON-
FAC or input by the user that define upstream
release points for trajectories that pass
through the points XSEC, YSEC, ZSEC at
the region of interest. These arrays are needed
to run the tangent trajectory routine.
Arrays either generated by subroutine
TANTRA or input by the user that define
upstream release points for tangent trajecto-
ries for the upper and lower surface along the
line defined by XSCI, YSCI, ZSCI at the
region of interest. These arrays define the
region to release impacting trajectories.
These arrays are needed to run the ARYTRJ
trajectory subroutine which generates collec-
tion efficiency data.
Normal distance off-body where the stream-
line integration is started. Because of velocity
gradient problems at panel edges, integration
of a streamline at the surface is difficult. For
this reason the streamline integration is made
at a distance off the body equal to DSHIFT.
Typical values are 0.002.
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TABLE VL - Continued.
JS_k_,,].,IS_T Variables and Format Descrintion
TRAJ ]PLOT, VINF, CHORD,
RHO, VIS, HI, HMINI,
IDIS,TPRINT,
XSTART, XFINAL
EPSE, NW, RW, TOL,
XE, YE, XI, YI, DMDS,
PLWC, FNR, DFINE,
(NAMELIST FOR-
MAT)
SHFrF Variable which controls the amount the sur-
face is shifted to overcome difficulties in inte-
grating the trajectories due to high velocity
gradients near panel edges. The surface is
shifted in the flow direction an amount equal
to SHFTF*DHSIFT. The default value for
SHP-TF is 0.0. Typical values may range from
0.0 to 1.0.
PLNST Array defining plane which is to cut surface
to generate 2D streamline at each section of
interest. Plane is defined as
PLNST(ICEC, 1)*X + PLNST(ICEC,2)*Y +
PLNST(ICEC,3)*Z - PLNST(ICEC,4) = 0
Array PLNST must be entered if ISTRF=I.
IPLOT Logical variable controlling output of trajec-
tory information.
=TRUE Trajectories are written to unit TEMP24.
=FALSE No trajectory data is output.
VINF Airspeed (M/S).
CHORD Characteristic dimension of body (M).
RHO Air density (Kg/M3).
VIS Air viscosity (Kg/(M-S).
HI Initial time step for numerical integrator.
Typical value is 0.1.
HMINI Minimum time step for numerical integrator.
Typical value is 0.00001.
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TABLE VL - Continued.
  MFAAS_T Variables and Format Description
IDIS
XSTART
XFINAL
EPSI
NW
RW
TOL
XE, YE
XI, YI
The number of the particle sizes in the parti-
cle distribution. If IDIS is greater than one, a
particle distribution is assumed and
DMDS(I), PLWC(I), I = 1, IDIS must be
input. If IDIS = 1 than PWLC(1)=I.TPRINT
Output time interval for trajectory plotting
arrays. Typical value is 0.1.
Initial X release plane for trajectory calcula-
tions (non-dimensional).
Termination X plane for trajectory integra-
tion (non-dimensional).
Array used to control local error in trajectory
integration in each of the coordinated direc-
tions. Typical values are 0.000001.
Number of trajectories used to define the flux
tube periphery. This parameter should only
be greater than one if off body concentration
factors are desired. IfNW =1, then single tra-
jectories are computed.
Radius of particle flux tube in target plane.
Only used if NW is greater than one.
Tolerance for reaching a point on tangent
plane. Controls how closely trajectories pass
through points XSEC, YSEC, ZSEC in the
CONFAC calculation.
Target point coordinates of the last three
guesses. Used in subroutine CONFAC in
search for target point trajectories (see sub-
routine CONFAC).
Initial point coordinates of the last three
guesses. Used in subroutine CONFAC in
search for target point trajectories (see sub-
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TABLE VL - Conduded.
/S/_IFAASX
ICEIN
Variables and Format
LWC, TAMB, PAMB,
R/I, XKINIT, SEGTOL,
QC'OND,TSTOP,
DTIME, DTFLW
(NAMELIST FOR-
MAT)
Description
routine CONFAC).
DMDS Distribution of droplet or ice aggregate diam-
eters to be run: DDS(I), I=1, IDIS.
PLWC Distribution of percent liquid water content
for the distribution of particles. If IDIS =1
then PLWC = 1.
FNR Froude number. If gravitational forces in the
z-direction are to be considered then FNR =
1. The default value for FNR is 0 or no grav-
itational forces.
DFINE Step size used in search for tangent trajectory.
LWC Liquid water content of cloud (g/m3).
TAMB Ambient temperature (K).
PAMB Ambient pressure (Pa).
RH Relative humidity of cloud (percent).
XKINIT Roughness factor (m).
SEGTOL Maximum growth length of a surface seg-
ment before it is divided into two surface ele-
ments.
QCOND
TSTOP
DTIME
DTFLW
Length of icing encounter (sec).
Time stepping for ice growth (sec). Should be
fraction of DTFLW.
Time stepping for flow field calculation (sec).
Should be fraction of TSTOP.
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Card No.
Card No.
1
2
TABLE VIL - DUGLIFI' INPUT FILE DESCRIPTION
Variables and Format Descriation
Variables and format Description.
TITLE(I), I=l, 18), A4 Run identification.
CASE, LIFSEC,
IATACK, NSYM1,
NSYM2, MPR, LEAK,
FRAC, MACH
(A4,614,2X,2F10.0)
Run control data:
CASE
(col. 1-4)
Four character body identifcation.
LIFSEC
(col. 5-8)
Total number of lifting sections.
IATACK
(co. 9-12)
Number of angles of attack (i.e., uniform
free stream flows) to be specified via cards
no. 4. Maximum value is 10. If the com-
pression correction is to be applied (MACH
> 0.0), it is necessary that IATACK = 1.
NSYM1
(col. 13-16)
NSYM2
(co1.17-20)
One of the three values 0, 1 or - 1 is entered.
NSYM1 specifies the 1st symmetry plane,
and NSYM2 specifies the second
symmetry plane according to
0 nonexistent.
+1 a plus (ordinary symmetry plane.
- 1 a minus (anti) symmetry plane.
MPR
(col. 21-24)
Print
0
flag used for program debugging only.
No debug print. This is the normal
value for this parameter.
Print the source induced velocity
matrix, Vij, and, if LIFSEC > 0,
print the dipole induced velocity
matrices, Vik (F) and Vii(S).
>2 Print the dot product matrices Aij,
Ni (k) and Ni (), and the element
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Card No.
3
TABLE VII.. Continued.
Variables and Format Df_cription
source densities, oi (k) and oi (.0)
Print the onset flow matrices, Vi 0c)
and Vi (**)
LEAK
(col. 25-28)
Number of inlet quadrilateral elements.
These must be the first elements in the dig-
ital description set (cards no. 12).
FRAC
(col.31-40)
Fraction of unit free stream flow that passes
through each of the LEAK inlet elements. If
LEAK = 0, leave this field blank.
MACH
(col.41-50)
Mach number of the free stream flow. (Note
that this is a floating point number.) If N M
< 0.5, leave this field blank.
]PROS, LOFF,
MOMENT, LIST, IOUT
(5LI)
Logical control flags:
IPROS
(col. 1)
If true, the card 12, 13, and 15 coordinates
are to be translated, scaled, and rotated
about the y axis before processing, and card
no. 5 is to be input. If false, no translation,
scaling or rotation is done, and card no. 5 i.s
not input.
LOFF
(col. 2)
if true, velocities at off-body points are to
be calculated. The off-body points are spec-
ified by the user via input of the no. 15
cards. If false, off-body velocities are not
calculated and there is no input of the no. 15
cards.
MOMENT
(col.3)
If true, the moment origin is specified by
input of card no. 6. If false, card 6 is not
input and moments are computed about
point (0,0,0).
LIST
(col. 4)
If false, specifies complete execution. If
true execution is terminated after the first
main part of the printed output.
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Card No.
TABLE VII.. Continued.
Variables and Format Description
4
5
6
7
(ALPHAX(I),
ALPHAY(I), ALP-
HAZ(I), I=1, IATACK)
(3El0.0)
ANGLE, XSCALE,
YSCALE, ZSCALE,
XTRANS, YTRANS,
ZTRANS, (7F10.0)
ORIGNX, ORIGNY,
ORIGNZ (3El0.0)
LKUTT, LASWAK,
PESWIS, IGW (5L1)
IOUT
(col. 5)
If true, the 29 geometric quantities for each
nonlifting element and 45 geometric quan-
tities for each lifting element are printed.
The normal value for this parameter is
false.
Direction cosines of uniform onset (i.e., free stream)
flow vectors. IATACK is the number of uniform onset
flows specified in card no. 2. One set of direction cosines
per card. If the compression correction is applied
(MACH. 0.0), only one uniform onset flow vector can be
specified. If more than one vector is specified, only the
first is passed along via unit 18 for use by SR SETFLO
and FLOVEL. The direction cosines are with reference
to the airplane coordinate system (after rotation by angle
ANGLE (card 5)). These vectors are equivalent to unit
free stream velocities. Ordinarily, free stream unit veloc-
ity components are (1.0,0.0,0.0).
Input only if IPROS = TRUE on card 3. Same as card no.
4 of program PBOXC.
Coordinates of the moment origin. This card is input only
if MOMENT = TRUE on card 3.
Input only if LIFSEC > 0 on card 2. Logical control flags
for lifting section data
LKU'IT
(col. 1)
If true, the flow tangency method for
application of the Kutta condition is
selected. This means that one point in or
near the wake of each lifting strip (not
counting extra snips) must be specified via
input of card no. 9. If false, the pressure
equality method is selected, and cards no.9,
13, and 14 are not input.
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TABLE VII. - Continued.
CardNo.
8
Variables and Format
(NSORCE(J),
NWAKE(J), NSTRIP(J),
NLINE I (J), N-LINEN(J),
IXFLAG(J), J=l, LIF-
SEC), (614)
Description
LASWAK
(col. 2)
If true, the trailing edge of the last wake
element is automatically extended by the
code to x = 00. This is the semi-infinite last
wake element option.
PESWIS
(col. 3)
If true, the piecewise linear method for
calculating spanwise variation of lift vortic-
ity is selected, and lifting strip widths must
be input via cards no. 11. If false, the step
function option is selected, and cards no. 11
are not input.
IGW
(col.4)
If true, there are ignored lifting elements
which must be defined via input of the no.
10 cards. If false, there are not ignored ele-
ments, and cards no. 10 are not input.
This card only input if LIFSEC > 0 on card 2.
NSORCE
(col. 1-4)
Number of on-body elements (including
ignored) in each lifting strip of the Jth lift-
ing section.
NWAKE
(col. 5-8)
Number of wake elements in each lifting
strip of the Jth lifting section, including a
semi-infinite final element if this option is
selected.
NSTRIP
(col. 9-12)
Number of lifting strips in the Jth lifting
section.Include extra strips only if they are
defined via input of cards no. 12.
NLINE1
(col. 13-16)
If the piecewise linear option is selected,
(PESWIS = TRUE on card 7), NLINEI(J)
specifies the edge condition of the first strip
on the Jth lifting section. If the step function
option is specified, ignore this field.
NLINEN Same as NLINEI(J) but for the last strip of
(col. 17-20) the Jth lifting section.
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Card No.
10
TABLE VII. - Continued.
Variables and Format Descriotion
IXFLAG IXFLAG(J) = 0 means that no extra sunups
(col. 21-24) are defined via input (i.e. via cards no. 12).
IXFLAG(J) = 1 means the first strip is an
extra strip. If the piecewise linear option is
selected, this also requires NLINEN(J) = 4
or 5.
IXFLAG (J) = 3 means the last sunup is an
extra strip. If the piecewise linear option is
selected, (PESWIS = TRUE on card 7), this
also requires NLINEN(J) = 4 or 5.
IXFLAG(J) = 2 means that both the first
and last sunups are extra sunups. If the piece-
wise linear option is specified, this requires
that both NLINEI(J) and NLINEN(J) = 4
or 5.
LIFSEC is specified on card 2. A separate card is
required for each lifting section, and the cards are input
in the same order as input of the quadrilateral data via
cards no. 12.
KUTrA(I4) Input only if LIFSEC > 0 on card 2 and if LKUTI" = true
on card 7. Number of points which the flow tangency
method for application of the KUTTA conditions is to be
applied. It is required that KUTTA equal the total num-
ber of lifting strips, not counting extra sunups. KUT'I'A is
used to read the point coordinates, and the unit vectors
normal to the wake or airfoil surface at these points, via
cards no. 13 and 14.
((IGI(I,J), IGN(I,J), I:1,
NSTRIP(J)), J:l, LIF-
SEC), (1214)
Input only if LIFSEC > 0 on card 2 and if IGW = TRUE
on card 7. I = lifting sunup index: J = lifting section index.
If on the Ith sunup of the Jth lifting section there is a sub-
sunup of ignored elements, the substrip is defined by spec-
ifying its beginning and ending element indices via
IGI(I,J) = index of the first ignored element on the
lifting sunup.
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TABLE VH. - Continued.
Card No_ Variables and Format Descrintion
11
12
(WlDXTR(Ij),
(WIDTH(U), I=2,
NSTRIP(J)-K), WlDX-
TR(2,J), J=l, LIFSEC),
(7El0.0)
K = 0 if IXFLAG(J) = 0
K = I if IXFLAG(J) = 1 or
3
K = 2 IF IXFLAG(J) = 2
X, Y, Z, STAT, LAB,
XX,YY, ZZ, STATr,
LABL, (3E10.0,212/
3E10.0,212)
IGN(I,J) = index of the last ignored element on the
lifting strip.
If there are no ignored elements on a strip, leave both
fields blank: but IG 1 and IGN must be specified for every
lifting strip if IGW = TRUE on card 7. Six strips per
card. Each lifting section begins a new card.
LIFSEC is specified on card 2, and NSTRIP(J) on card 8.
Input only if LIFSEC > 0 and if PESWlS = TRUE on
card 7. These quantities are the widths of each lifting
strip for use in calculating the spanwise variation of vor-
ticity via the piecewise linear method.
WIDXTR(1J) specifies the width of the first extra strip
of the Jth lifting section. If NLINE1 (J)
NE 4, leave this field blank.
WIDTH(U) specifies the width of the Ith lifting strip
of the Jth lifting section.
WIDXTR(2,J) specifies the width of the last extra strip
of the Jth lifting section. If NLINEN(J)
NE 4, leave this field blank.
LIFSEC is specified on card 2, and NSTRIP(J),
NLINEI(J), NLINEN(J) and IXFLAG(J) are specified
on card 8.
On-body wake quadrilateral element comer point coordi-
nates are specified by these cards for both lifting and
nonlifting sections, one point per card. The body and
wake surface panels are constructed from these data.
(Note: there must be an even number of no. 12 cards.
Add a blank card to the end of the card 12 deck if neces-
sary).
X,Y,Z Quadrilateral comer point coordinates.
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TABLE VII. - Continued.
Card No.
13
14
Variables and Format
(XC(I), YC(I), ZC(I), I=1,
KUTI'A) (3E10.0)
(XN(I), YN(I), ZN(I),
I=1, KUTrA) (3E10.0)
Description
XX, YY, ZZ
(col.1-30)
STAT
STATI"
(col. 32)
Status parameter: Allowed values are 0,
1, 2,3:
0 This point is on the same N-line
as the last point.
1 This point starts a new N-line.
2 This point starts a new section.
This is the last point in the card 12
input.
LAB
LABL
(col. 32)
Specifies a lifting or nonlifting section
0 Nonlifting.
1 Lifting.
This field is relevant only when STAT
or STATI" = 2, that is, only on the
first card of a new section.
Input only if LKUTr = TRUE on card 7. KUTrA is spec-
ified via the card 9 input. Coordinates of points (one point
per card) at which the Kutta condition is to be applied via
use of the flow tangency method. If IPROS = TRUE (card
3), the coordinates according to the card 5 input data.
Input only if LKITVI" = TRUE on card 7. KUTI'A i s spec-
ified via the card 9 input. Components of the unit vectors
(one vector per card) normal to the wake or airfoil surface
at the points specified by the no. 13 cards at which the
Kutta condition is to be applied via use of the flow tan-
gency method. The order of input must be consistent with
that of the no. 13 cards. If IPROS = TRUE (card 3), a trans-
formation is automatically applied by the code to adjust for
rotation of coordinates by angle ANGLE (card 5).
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TABLE VIL - Concluded.
CardNo. Variables and Format DescriDtion
15 XOF, YOF, ZOF, STAT,
XOFF, YOFF, ZOFF,
STATr, (3E10.0, I2/
3E10.0,I2)
XOF, YOF, ZOF
XOFF, YOFF, ZOFF
(col 1-30)
Coordinates of off-body points
at which flow velocities are to be
calculated, one point per card.
STAT
STATT
(col. 32)
Status parameter. A value of 3
signifies the end of the off-body
points. Otherwise, leave this field
blank.
If IPROS=TRUE (card 3), the code automatically trans-
lates, scales, and rotates these coordinates according to
the card 5 input data.
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V. EXAMPLE CASE
For the test case, a swept NACA 0012 airfoil with a 30 degre_ sweep, an aspect ratio of 1.4,
and a .4399 meter chord was used (fig. 22). Calculations at 0 degrees angle of attack were made
for this configuration at two different airspeeds,150 MPH and 165 MPH. This choice allowed for
direct comparison to experimental impingement data for the 165 MPH case and to ice accretion
data for the 150 MPH case. Because the cases were very similar, only the ice accretion related run
files have been included. The experimental impingement calculations axe summarized in figure 23.
The various steps in producing an ice shape for a 3D geometry are illustrated.
The ice accretion calculations were carried out in a single run on the Cray XMP at LEWIS.
The calculation conditions were airspeed, 150 MPH; angle-of-attack, 0 degrees; drop size, 20
microns; LWC, .75 g/m3; icing time, 2 minutes. Three sections of interest were chosen to resolve
the spanwise ice shape. Because of the relative shortness of the icing encounter a single step ice
accretion calculation was chosen. These sections of interest were located at the 10, 50 and 90%
span locations. The panel model contained one lifting section containing 14 lifting strips of con-
stant width and 91 chordwise segments. This model yielded 1218 lifting elements. Figures 24 and
25 show the job control input file (unit INPUT) and the flow field input file respectively (unit
OGEOM). Figure 26 contains the job summary file (unit JOBSUM). The entire calculation
required approximately 1340 seconds on the Cray XMP.
The first step is to generate a flow field. If the same flow field will be used for several tra-
jectory runs then it is suggested that the flow field be generated on the first run (IFLOW=I) and
saved (unit FLOW'F) for any runs thereafter (IFLOW--0). It is also a good idea when calculating
flow for a panel model for the first time to do a flow field calculation only (IRUN----0, IFLOW= 1)
and inspect the quality of the panel solution. A summary of the flow field calculation is contained
on unit (FLSUM). Criteria such as smoothness of the pressure and vortex distributions axe used to
measure the quality of the flow field solution. Because of the relatively small execution time
required for the flow field generation (90 seconds on the Cray XMP) and the ensured quality of the
panel model, the flow field was generated in a single run along with the trajectory and ice accretion
calculation (IRUN=5, IFLOW=I) and was stored (unit FLOWF). The job control input file (unit
INPUT), the DUGLIFT geometry file (unit OGEOM), and the job summary file (unit JOBSUM)
axe shown in figures 24, 25, and 26 respectively. Figure 27 shows the pressure distribution at the
0% spanwise location
The second through fourth steps involve various steps in finding the ice accretion at each
station of interest. These steps are repeated for each station of interest.
The second step involves calculation of the streamline at the current section of interest. This
requires finding the local stagnation zone, integrating upper and lower off-body streamlines from
this stagnation zone and finding the on-body projection of the off-body streamline. This calculation
required about 10 seconds for each section of interest. The coordinates for the off-body and on -
body streamlines along with other information are contained in the job summary output (unit JOB-
SUM). Figure 28 illustrates the off-body and on-body streamlines at the 0% span location.
The collection efficiency at the station of interest is determined in the third step. This
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involvesdeterminingtheupstreamreleasepointsof thedropletsthatwouldpassthroughthepoints
attheleadingedgedemarcatingthesectionof interest,determiningthetangenttrajectoriesassoci-
atedwith theseupstreamreleasepoints,calculatingtheimpacttrajectoriesbetweenthesetangent
trajectories,andcalculatingthecollectionefficiencyresultingfrom theseimpacttrajectories.The
job summaryoutputfile shownin figure26summarizesthepertinentinformationfrom theseruns.
Approximately448 secondson theCrayXMP wererequiredto completethetrajectorycalcula-
tionsfor eachsection.Figure29depictstheimpacttrajectoriesgeneratedin thecollectioneffi-
ciencycalculation.
During thefourthstepthesurfacecollectionefficienciesgeneratedin stepthreeareusedto
find thecollectionefficienciesalongthestreamlinegeneratedin steptwo. Dependinguponthe
valueof NPSECchosen,thedeterminationof thecollectionefficiencyvaluesalongthestreamline
arecalculatedfrom eitheranextrapolation(NPSEC=2)or aninterpolation(NPSEC=4).In thecur-
rentexamplevery little spanwisevariationwasexpectedhencea"quasi-2D"collectionefficiency
calculationwasmade(NPSEC=2).Theinterpolationor extrapolationproceedsquickly andonly
required.1secondson theCrayXMP.Theresultsfrom this calculationaresummarizedin thejob
summaryoutputfile (unit JOBSUM)in figure26.Stepstwo throughfour arerepeatedfor eachof
thesectionsof interest.
Ice accretionalongthestreamlineis calculatedin stepfivefor eachof thestreamlines.This
involvescalculatingtheice thicknessasafunctionof surfacedistancealongthestreamlineat the
currentsectionof interest.Theice thicknessdistributionis calculatedusinga 3Dversionof the
LEWICE heattransfersubroutine(ref.7). Theiceaccretionatthe local sectionis thencalculated
by addingtheice thicknesscalculatedat apoint to thepoint in eitherthesurfacenormalor trajec-
tory tangentdirection.Thisresultsin anewoff-body"iced-streamline"shownin figure30. In addi-
tion to thecalculationof the"iced-streamline"theice thicknessdistributionfor eachstreamlineis
storedfor thegeometrymodificationcalculationin stepsix. Theiceaccretioncalculation,which
proceedsfairly quickly (.2seconds),is summarizedin thejob summaryoutputfile (unit JOBSUM)
in figure 26.Step5is repeatedfor eachof thesectionsof interest.
The sixthandfinal stepinvolvescalculatingthenewgoemetryfrom theice thicknessdis-
tributionateachsectionof interest.This involvesacubicchordwiseinterpolationandalinearspan-
wiseinterpolation.Thegeometrymodificationcalculationstookapproximately1secondon the
CrayXMP.Figure31showstheresultingicedwing resultingfrom thecalculations.Figure 32
showsacomparsionbetweenthecalculationandexperimentfor thiscase.In generaltheaggree-
mentis goodwith thecalculationpredictingtheshape,amountandpostionof the ice.
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Figure 22. - Swept NACA 0012 panel model used in example case.
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N012
SWEPT NACA0012 AIRFOIL (30 DEGREE SWEEP) EXAMPLE
&TRAJ DFINE=.0001 ,DMDS(1)=20.,
"VIN F=67.0,CHOR D=.4399,
RHO=1.29,RW=.1,TOL=.02,FNR=0.0,
HMINI=.0001 ,HI=.01 ,XSTART=-20.,XFINAL= 1.5,TPRINT=. 1,EPSI(1)=2.E-07,
EPSI(2)_-2.E°07,EPSI(3)--2.E-07 &END
&IMPING IRUN=S,ICE=I ,ICEC=3,1FLOW=I ,ISTRF=0,NBC(1)=I ,NBR(1)=20,
NBC(2)=I ,NBR(2)=20,NBC(3)=I ,NBR(3)=20,NPS EC(1 )=2,N PSEC(2)=2,
NPSEC(3)=2,SHFTF=0.,DSHIFT=.002,1RES=0,
XSEC(1,1)=0.,XSEC(1,2)=0.,XSEC(1,3)=0.,XSEC(1,4)=0.,
YSEC(1,1)=0.,YSEC(1,2)=0.,YSEC(1,3)=0.01,YSEC(1,4)=0.01,
ZSEC(1,1)=0.07,ZSEC(1,2)=-0.05,ZSEC(1,3)--0.07,ZSEC(1,4)=-0.05,
XSEC(2,1)=0.318,XSEC(2,2)=0.318,XSEC(2,3)=0.,XSEC(2,4)=0-,
YS EC(2,1 )=0.55,YS EC(2,2)=0.55,YS EC(2,3) =0.01 ,YSEC(2,4)=0.01,
ZSEC(2,1 )_-0.05,ZSEC(2,2)=-0.06,ZSEC(2,3)=0.07,ZSEC(2,4)=-0.05,
XSEC(2,1)=-.318,XSEC(2,2)=-.318,XSEC(2,3)=0.,XSEC(2,4)=0.,
YS EC(2,1 )=-.55,YSEC(2,2)=-.55,YSEC(2,3)=0.01 ,YSEC(2,4)=0.01,
ZSEC(2,1)=0.05,ZSEC(2,2)=-0.06,ZSEC(2,3)=0.07,ZSEC(2,4)=-0.05,
PLNST(1,1)=0.0,PLNST(1,2)=I.,PLNST(1,3)=0.,PLNST(1,4)=0.,
PLNST(2,1)=0.0, PLNST(2,2)=I .,PLNST(2,3)=0.,PLNST(2,4)=-.55,
PLNST(3,1)=0.0,PLNST(3,2)=1.,PLNST(3,3)=0.,PLNST(3,4)=.55 &END
&ICEIN LWC=.75,TAMB=267.,PAMB=89876.,RH=100.,
XKINIT=.0045,SEGTOL= 1.5,TSTOP=120.,DTIM E=120.,DTFLOW=120. &END
Figure 24. - Job control input file for example case unit (INPUT).
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Figure 27. - Pressure distribution at 50% span location for example case at 0 and 8 degrees
angle-of-attack.
134
Figure 28. - Illustration of off-body and on-body streamlines.
135
Figure 29. - nlustration of impact trajectories for the example case.
136
Figure 30. - Illustration of iced streamline for the example case.
137
Figure 31.. Iced wing panel model for the example case.
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Figure 32. - Comparison of predicted and measured ice shape at the 0% span location for the
example case.
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